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Freedom Fest Events
*****
June 22 Car & Truck Show
June 29 Beauty Pageant
June 30 "Liberty" Patriotic
Musical
July 4 0. B. Boone
Memorial Breakfast
July 4 VFW Veteran's
Memorial Service
July 4 Lion's Club 5K Run
July 4-5 Scouting Museum
Appreciation Days
July 4 Old Fashioned Street
Fair
July 4-5 Art & Craft Fair
July 4 Main Street Mile
Run/walk
July 4 Optimist Club
Parade
July 4-7 Hazel Antique Sale
July 4 Music With A Bang!
July 4 Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
July 5 Family Day in the,
Park
B.arEn the Park
'July
July 5 Golf Tournament
July 5 Kid's Parade
July 6 "Make a Difference
Day"
July 6 Storytest '96
July 6 Country Music rest
'96

Calloway authorities
apprehend fugitives
Local convenience stores
aid in securing escapees
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Two escapees from the Graves County
Restricted Custody Center were apprehended
Monday by Calloway County authorities.
- The search, involving officers from four
agencies, ended less than two hours after
authorities were notified that the men were in
Calloway County.
According to Kentucky State Police Information Officer Chuck Robertson, Charles S. West,
30, and Gerry D. Henley, 28, both of Mayfield,
escaped_from Graves County authorities,Sunday
and allegedly stole a truck from the parking lot
of the Purchase District Supply and Concrete
Company some time that evening.
According to Graves County officials, West
was in jail on several counts of forgery and
Henley for fourth-degree assault.
The vehicle is owned by Marty Mills of Mills

Concrete who leases parking space on the
Purchase Concrete lot.
According to a spokeswoman at Purchase
Concrete, the vehicle contained several unwritten checks, which led to the fugitives'
downfall.
"We received a call this morning about 10:30
a.m. about a man who had cashed a Purchase
Concrete Check at Burkeen's Grocery," Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott said. "One of
the men entered the store wearing a baseball hatfrom the concrete company, cashed a check for
$275 and left."
When the store called the,company to verify
the check, they were told of the stolen truck,
Scott said. Store employees then ,called
authorities.
Six county units- were dispatched and began
searching the southeast part of the county looking for the truck. They were assisted in the
search by units from KSP, Murray Police and
two Calloway County Constables.

JIM MAHANE&Ledger 8 Times proto

Calloway County officials watch as this vehicle, used by two escapees from a
Mayfield detention center, is towed to the county's impound lot.

II See Page 2
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Summer Joy Ride

July 6-7 Tennis Tournament

Encounter
helps ATF
find militia
in Arizona

July 12-14 Baseball
Tournament

•

* * * * *
For more information or 'a
free guide call 759-2199 or
1-800-715-5004.

LOCAL

By MICHELLE ROBERTS
Associated Press 'Writer

Stone, Wright
sentenced to.
imprisonment

1 A

MURRAY, KY 42071

Two area pharmacists were
sentenced Monday for conspiring to steal and actual theft of
property valued in excess of
$5,000 from Western Baptist
Hospital.
Jack M. Stone, 51, owner of
Stone's Drugs Inc. in Mayfield,
and Steven F. Wright, 38, formerly a Western Baptist pharmacist, were both sentenced to
prison terms.
Stone was sentenced to 21
months imprisonment plus
three years supervised release
following incarceration. He was
ordered to pay half of
$551,477.58 in restitution.
Stone pleaded guilty Aft—
March to conspiracy to misapply property, four counts of misapplication of property valued
at more than $5,000 and two
counts of tax evasion.
Wright was sentenced to 33
months imprisonment plus
three years supervised release
following incarcertation. He
was ordered to pay half of
$551,477.58 in restitution.
Wright pleaded guilty in
March to conspiracy to steal,
four counts of stealing property
valued at more than $5,000,
money laundering and three
counts of tax evasion.
The sentences ended an
investigation by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, the
Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation Division and
the Paducah Police
Department.

•
BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo

COMIN' TO YOU: Adam Scott (foreground) and his sister Sara spend the hot summer's day playing a game of off-road chase
at their grandparents' property off N. 16th St. Monday.

Hazel grants housing exemption'
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Hazel City Commission
granted an emergency housing
exemption Monday to the owner
of a mobile home and gave him
nine months in which to find
other living arrangements.
At its May meeting, the commission allowed the structure to
be moved to a location west of
Highway 641 on the condition
that the structure meets city ordinances. Hazel Constable Max
Parrish was asked to inspect it
and report back to the

commission.
The structure's owner originally approached the commission
about the occupation of the 1969
8-by-44 trailer as an emergency
situation.
"I was under the impression
this was supposed to be an
emergency situation where his
daughter needed a place to live.
He's now talking about putting
underpinning up like it's permanent," Mayor Dan Farris told the
commission.
The occupants of the mobile
home will have until April 1 to

vacate the property, move another
trailer to the spot, or bring the
existing structure up to asthetic
standards of city ordinances.
"This is not the kind of mobile
home we want in Hazel. I think
we need to give them a firm time
frame in which action must be
taken," Farris said. "I think six to
nine months is ample time for
them to make other arrangements.
If we give them until after the
cold weather, that should be plenty of time."
In other business, the
commission:

*Approved the first and second
reading of state House Bill 416
which deals with taxing financial
institutions.
The bill, called the financial
and local deposit tax, allows local
taxing districts to tax financial
institutions by the amount of
deposits they have at the end of a
fiscal year rather than the number
of shares the bank sells.
Dee's Bank of Hazel currently
pays approximately $5,500 to the
city in taxes each year. Under the
•See Page 2

PHOENIX (AP) — A hunter's.
chance encounter with- cameuflaged men carrying guns led to
the downfall of a paramilitary
group called the "Viper Militia"
that is accused of plotting to
blow up government buildings.
Thirteen people were an-wed
and a search was continuing this
morning, John Magaw, director
of the federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms, said today .
on ABC's "Good Morning
America." Earlier, officials had
said 12 people had been arrested
Monday.
"I believe that will be all ...
that's the primary people that
we're interested in now," Magaw
said.
Group members were charged
with planning to bomb buildings
that housed the FBI and other
federal agencies that symbolized
the government they hated for
what had happened at Ruby
Ridge, Idaho, and Waco, Texas.
One search remains to be completed, Magaw said, because
work was halted when investigators discovered picric acid, a substance he said was used in grenades during World War
Because it is dangerous, it was
decided to wait for daylight to
continue the search.
"Terrorism has come to the
United States," Magaw said.
"Do not forget for one minute
the Oklahoma City bombing."
Asked if there was any connection between the Phoenix group
and the Oklahoma bombing, he
said, "not at this time."
When the camouflaged men
• See Page 2

Smoking Hot: Dole blasts media, Democrats
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
marijuana use has doobled during
Republican presidential candidate the Clinton administration saying:
Bob Dole today accused the "I don't see Al Gore or President
Defiled:Ric Party of hypocrisy Clinton talking about that. In
about cigarette smoking and fact, they have almost dismantled
_chaaed_ tbat television networks _the national drug policy."
"may be violating
regula- - Dole, iii the taped interview
tions by always sticking up for broadcast today on NBC's
the Democrats."
"Today" show, said Democrats
Dole, in a combative broadcast and a liberal -news media have
interview, also contended that taken his comments on cigarette

rec

smoking and nicotine addiction
advocating that anybody do
out of context.
thing except stop, S-T-O-P, and
"I've said I don't know
don't start if you're young."
whether it's addictive; I'm not a
Asked if former Surgeon Genscientist. People shouldn't smoke, eral Everett Koop had been
young or old. What else do you
"brainwashed" by the media for _
do'?"
denouncing Dole's 'position-- oil
But, Dole asked, "Are We
addiction and smoking, Dole said
going to regulate everybody's "probably a little bit. .
adult life? I mean, adults ought to
be free to make choices. I'm not • See Pagc 2
. BOB DOLE
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Recycling day set for July 6 •Hazel...
July 6 will mark the fifth Make
A Difference Day sponsored by
the Murray and Calloway County
family resource centers.
This recycling day, which is
part of Freedom Fest, is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Murray State Uniyersity's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
According to Bill Wells, Murray coordinator, there will be two
trailers from Recycled Paper
Shavings of Hickory to accept

recyclable material.
So far, 300 tons of paper have
been recycled during the past
four recycling days.
"We will receive $25 a ton and
the city will match that amount to
be given to the resource centers,"
Wells said.

FROM PAGE 1

least five yearS."
Commissioner James Lattimer
new state proposal that figure : asked Farris if he had talked with
would remain the same, if not other store owners in Hazel about
their feelings on the incentive
drop, the first year.
package.
"The suggested interest rate is
-I think a grocery store would
.025 or one-quarter of one perbe good for the city as a whole. It
cent. Since Dee's is the only
would help the antique dealers by
financial institution in Hazel and
getting people into the city," he
has been good for. the city and
said.
they keep growing each year, I
Farris said he had been conpropose we tax them at a rate_ of
tacted by several - area grocery
.020 or one-fifth of one percent,"
Farris said. "This gives them` store franchises including D &T
Food Mart, Check Mart and the
room to grow and probably by
manager of the Martin, Tenn.,
next year we will get what we got
Store.
IGA
from them this year."
"The ideal situation would be
•Were given an update on an
for someone- to come-in here and
incentive package being devebuild a building," Farris said.
retail
grocbring
a
loped to try to
Commissioners discussed severy establishment to Hazel.
eral different locations in Hazel
At the June meeting of the
that could house such a building
commission, Farris and Commisincluding a 6-acre tract of land at
sioner Chris Satterwhite were
the northeast end of town along
appointed to a special committee
Highway 641.
to establish the incentive
Farris said the city would draw
package'.
up a formal plan as to what it
"Chris and I have not formally
would require' in a grocery.
met but we have talked on the
phone about several options," establishment.
"We need something that not
Farris told the commission.
a convenience (type). store. We
Farris suggested the city give a
need to set square footage, aisle
new grocery establishment an
spacing
and so forth.
exemption from tangible property
-"The-citr need§-riziraffring
.taxes for a set peroid -of
with competitive prices —I full"I think this would bethe most
grocery," he said.
service
ideal incentive for any store ownFarris and Satterwhite • will
er who would come to the city,"
again address the commission
he said. "Within that incentive
the incentive package at its
about
would be a stipulation that the
August meeting.
building stay a grocery for at

The city will also have a bin
for glass and plastics and the
W.A.T.C.H. Center will accept
aluminum cans.

"He's a Dole supporter," Dole
said, but, "Dr. Koop, he watches
the liberal media and he probably
got carried away. ..."
Dole blasted Democrats and
the news media for suggesting he
and other Republicans "were in
the pocket" of the tobacco industry by virtue of their acceptance
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of political contributions.
Of the tobacco industry, Dole
said, "As far as I know, they're
in a legal business and I assume
that maybe NBC may be sponsored in some part by tobacco
companies.
"They're in a lot of businesses
now, not just tobacco. RJR
(Nabisco) for example, is in a lot
of things and so are the others;
they're not just in tobacco," he
said.
"I'm not in their pocket,"
Dole said heatedly. "My view is
— as I've said' time and time
again — the liberal media ... goes
right back to the Democratic line.
I mean, you may be violating
FCC -regulations by always sticking up for the Democrats, advertising their line on your show."
Dole complained about "the
hypocrisy of the Democrats, who
have accepted hundreds of thousands of dollars from tobacco
since 1982, to 'come out and
make that statement and try to
turn it around so somehow Bob
Dole was urging young people to
smoke."
Dole disputed reports that his
campaign has accepted $477,550
from the tobacco industry, saying
"I raise money for qther candidates." He said tobacco interests
have given to both parties,
including "over $600,000 to the
(Democratic) National Committee
and other committees that are
controlled by Democrats."
Tobacco interests contributed
$4.5 million to the Republican
Party from 1993 through 1995
and $800,000 to the Democratic
Party during the same period.

FROM PAGE 1
•
confronted the hunter in the
remote Tonto National Forest last
November and told him to stay
off a service road, he went to
police.
Instead of moving in, authorities decided to get inside. A state
law enforcement officer went
undercover and became a member after the group took an oath
to kill anyone trying to.infiltrate.
What the undercover officer
learned was revealed in an indictment Monday, The documents
tell .of training videos showing
government buildings,, their security features and the best places
to put explosives to bring the
buildings down. They also tell
about tests of explosives so large
,they left craters 6 -feet wide.,
Ten men and two women were
arrested in a series of raids in
suburban Phoenix. Neighbors
were evacuated and homes cordeined-off- while helmeted -federalagents searched suspects' homes.,
Raynnond Kelly, treasury
undersecretary for enforcement,
told Fox Morning News today
that the 13th arrest took Place
Shell late Monday evening. He said the
suspect was "an individual who
attempted to join • the group but
was rejected. He was stockpiling
weapons on his own."
Neighbor Ellen Daniel stood in
her front yard and watched as
suspected explosives were
removed from suspect Gary
Bauer's home.
"We left New York City to get

SOonsorod by:

July 4
thru July 7
Saturday - burr 29
*Freedom Fest
Beauty Pageant
I Sunday
stat JO
*"Liberty" Patriotic
Musical

*Music with a Bang!
*Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks Extravaganza
I

Thursday - July 4
*O.B. Boone Memorial
Breakfast
*VFW Veterans'
Memorial Service
*Lion's Club 5K Run
*National Scouting
Museum Community
Appreciation Days
*Hazel Antique Dealers
Association Dealers's
Choice Sale (July4-7)
*Lion's Club Old
Fashioned Street Fair
*Freedom Fest/Pepsi
•
Art & Craft Fair
*Cards -N- Comics Show
*Briggs & Stratton
Murray Main Street Mile
*Optimist./Club's "Biggest
Small Town Parade
. in America"

•Militia...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY ,
Pick 3
9-2-1
Pick 4
4-9-2-1
Cash 5
7-11-17-22-35

Friday - July 5
*Freedom Fest/KBSI-Fox
Family Fun Day
in the Park
*A Bark in the Park
*Max Hurt
Memorial/Rotary
Golf Tournament
*YMCA/Mattel
Kid's Parade

•

FROM PAGE 1

•Dole...
4.11,

II Fugitives..

away from crime," she said.
"I'm going back to the Bronx."
Another neighbor, Mable
Epperson, said she frequently saw
people • coming in and out of
Bauer's house in camouflage. A
Jeep painted in camouflage colors
often was parked in the driveway.
"I just thought they were
going hunting," she said.
At a news conference in
Washington, Attorney General
Janet Reno said something much
-more insidious was going on.
She said the suspects plotted to
use explosives -to destroy buildings_ housing the FBI, the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, the Internal Revenue
Service, the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, the Secret
-Service; the Phoenix Police
Department, the Arizona National
Guard and even a local TV
station.
A-May 1994 videoUpe allegedly made by the group features a
member discussing security measures, communications equipment
and other features of the targeted
buildings.
"The voice-over on the videotape gives advice on hOw to actually collapse the buildings,- U.S.
Attorney Janet Napolitano said.
The narrator also advises,planting "anti-personnel' devices"
and discusses the layout of the
IRS building, the shift .change
schedule of building security
guards and other, security
measures,

FROM. PAGE 1
About an hour after the search
began, Graves County officials
notified Scott that one of the men
had ties to the Paris Landing area
and thought the men were headed
there.
Scott then notified the Henry
County Sheriff's Department who
sent two deputies to the Tennessee state line to apprehend the
men.
_
All the convenience stores in
the area were notified to be on
the lookout for the truck in case
the men tried to cash another
check. Scott said the stores provided valuable information to
authorities during the search.
"This was a case where public
involvement made the difference.
"We contacted all the stores
and told them not to get involved
with these two subjects, because
we had initial reports saying they
were armed, but to notify us if
they came in or passed by," Scott
said.
The search intensified when
officials were told the truck had
been seen in the New Providence
area.
"We had a couple of units in
Hazel and units on Highway 121
looking for the vehicle. When we
heard they were in New Providence, we sort of boxed them in7rhe said.

Fireworks laws
can be confusing
CINCINNATI (AP) — So
you've bought your Fourth of
July fireworks and you're looking
for a nice safe spot to set them
off. 'Better consider one that's
legal, too.
Firecrackers, rockets and other
fireworks are legally sold in
Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana. But
it's illegal to set them off in the
three states.
"It's a total joke," said U.S.
Fireworks Safety Council administrative director Tom Hinton. He
compared it to allowing liquor
stores to sell alcohol to people if
they promise not to drink it.
"The public is pretty well confused about fireworks," Hinton
said. "People see fireworks
advertised
ponarn.prThaacntiedcn:fi :
th
etleytro
e
'
ld
s
they're
sign a form that requires the fire,.
works to be taken out of state,
and they start to wonder."
being
debated in court, many Indiana
stores require fireworks buyers to
buy a $2 membership in a "fireworks users association," which
mandates that fireworks be set off
in a designated, supervised, public place.,
"In reality, it doesn't work out
that way very often," said Alden
Taylor of the Indiana fire marshal's office. "Few people go to
designated areas and a lot of fireworks aren't taken out of state."
, Fireworks legal to use in Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana are basically limited to sparklers, snakes
and small, novelty noise-makers.

SUMMER SCHOOL
is cool when
you're near
Kentucky
Lake

4

July 12-14
*Freedom Fest
Murray Heat
Baseball Tournament

For Freedom Fest information, or to
recehe 11111- FREF. Freedom Fest
Events (;Mdc. call 759-2199.

Fountains and spinners are legal
in Kentucky and Indiana, but not
Ohio.
In the bicentennial year of
1976, a banner market for fireworks, 38 million pounds .of fireworks were sold in the United
States. Last year, a record 115
milliOns pounds were sold.
Federal standards for fireworks
contents were enacted in 1976.
"That seemed to make consumer fireworks legitimate for
the first time," said John Conkling, executive director of the
American Pyrotechnics
Association.
China has gotten into the international fireworks market since
then, supplying 90 percent of
America's fireworks.
Conkling said his trade group
of fireworks makers never advocates that people break the law.
But, he added, "If people are
going- to break the law,--we-urgethem to do it as safely as possible
by putting a sober adult in
charge."
Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana all
ban setting off firecrackers, bottle
rockets, Roman candles and
aerials.
Still, all those fireworks are
heavily advertised at stores just
west of Cincinnati in Lawrenceburg, Ind., and just east of Cincinnati' near Amelia, Ohio.
In Kentucky, "anything that
goes up in the air or goes boom"
cannot be sold by retailers, but
can be sold by wholesalers.

Because of the July 4th Holiday
garbage pick up will run one day in
advance, in some areas. During the
week of July 1st through July 5th,
we are asking the customers who are
scheduled for pick up on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday to set
their refuse out one day in advance.
The Murray Sanitation Department appreciates your cooperation
and help in this matter. Should you
• have any questions, feel free to call
our office at (502) 762-0380.

We can provide informadon and coverage for your

HOME

Saturday -July 6
*Freedom Fest
"Make A Difference Day"
*Storyfest '96
*WSJP/WBLN/WNBS
Country Music Fest '96
*American Red Cross
Tennis Tournament
(July 6-7)

The two men were taken into
custody at the intersection of Old
Murray/Paris Road and East State
Line Road, about one mile east of
Hazel. Deputies on the scene said
the men gave up without incident.
Both men were charged with
receiving stolen property over
$300 and attempting to pass and
possession of a forged instrument. They are being held in the
Calloway County Jail.
Scott said Graves County and
KSP will probably pursue
charges against the men for the
theft of a trtntor vehicle and other
charges related to the incidenL
"We can't charge them with
attempting to ellude law enforcment because I don't think they
even knew we were on to them
until they drove up to the
intersection," Scott said.
- With law enforcement officials
combing the area, Scott praised
local store owners for their help
in the apprehension of the
fugitives.
"The public should never get
directly involved in this kind of
situation. We told the store owners to just act like nothing was
going on, but to call us if they
saw anything.
_
"They can be places where we
can't be. Like in this case, they
can be the best eyes and ears we
have sometimes," Scott said.

•
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Ask about Shelter's
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ANALYSIS

Presidents
take role-of chief mourner
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The president's eyes fill with tears. His
words express both grief and anger, tenderness toward the victims
and their families and a determination to see their deaths avenged.
In times of national tragedy, the American people look to the
president for that combination of strength and compassion. In a
sense, he becomes both commander in chief and mourner in chief.
"It is something that is really probably pretty easy to pull off,"
said historian Sam Kernell, an authority on the presidency who
teaches at the University of California, San Diego. "One is hard
put to find presidents failing to do it adequately. But there are some
recent presidents who seem more effective in representing the
nation in mourning."
President Clinton is one that Kernell said "gets high marks for
this."
And Ronald Reagan, of course, was a master at showing both the
emotion and the strength the nation looked for in times of crisis.
It may be no accident that Clinton and Reagan are also the two
presidents who have never hesitated to shed tears.
Clinton's response to the Oklahoma City bombing met a national
need. It caused many people to take second look at him, after a
rocky two years in office. In that sense it proved a turning point in
his presidency.
Not all historians 'agree that national mourner is an appropriate
role for presidents.
"Television makes this possible," said Henry Graff, professor
emeritus at Columbia University. "It makes the president take on a
new function of the presidency. Pastoral skill will now be viewed
as yet another qualification for the Oval Office."
When Clinton -flew-to- Oklahoma eity-frst'--uprayer-gervice Ike
Sunday after a bomb destroyed a federal building - and killed 168 .
people, including children at a day care center, he was filling that
presidential role.
With tears in his eyes, he hugged family members and said softly, "I'm sorry, I'm 'so sorry."
He also vowed to "do everything in my power" to strengthen
the nation's defense against terrorism. As for those responsible for
the bombing, he said, "If this is not a crime for which capital punishment is called, I don't know what is."
Last week, another terrorist bomb killed 19 American servicemen
in Saudi Arabia. The president went to the White House press
briefing room and vowed that "we will not rest in our efforts to
-find whoever is responsible for this outrage."
And over the weekend,' Clinton cut short a trip to France to
attend memorial services at two Air Force bases in Florida for the
bombinglvictims. "America stands with you in your sorrow and
outraye,,m he assured mourners.
}Celia pointed out that in most other countries leadership roles
are -divided; the political and legislative leader does not take on the
symbolic role of leading the nation in mourning.
"We are among the few in the industrial democracies that have
the political leader, the president, perform both in politics and in
national symbolic gestures," he said.
Not all presidents have been as good'as Clinton and Reagan in
taking on that role.
Prof. Richard Kirkendall of the University of Washington,
a
biographer of President Truman, said Truman was "pretty awkward
at anything that called for a formal speech. He was really
quite
poor at the ceremonial sides of the presidency."
President Bush tried hard, but without much success, to convince
people that he was, in Clinton's words, "feeling your
pain."
Columbia's Graff criticized what he called the era of "the president as pastor," in an article he wrote in 1987 shortly after
Reagan
eulogized the 37 sailors killed in an Iraqi missile attack on the
frigate USS Stark.
Graff argued that such a role by the president "requires
a reassertion, a defense of military policy to prove the servicem
n have
not died in vain."
/
But even in his criticism, Graff conceded that "few sc
es presented to the nation can compare with the effectiveness
of, ur chief
executive tearfully embracing the beloved of the slain
1 men he
ordered to stand guard on foreign ramparts."
1
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald M. Rothbcrg has observed presidents
in Washington since 1966.

-Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcomk and encouiaged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by wriang letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the whirl, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (olephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
morw than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the het
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Tunes, P.o. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Food for the soul
Pull in to just about any multiplex cinema this summer,and you'll
find -- along with spectacularly
overpriced popcorn -- rnegadoses of
sex, violence and bad taste. Even in
my own home-sweet-home town,
the local marquee sports three
spanking new "R" rated movies out
of a total of five offerings.
If you are looking for summer
entertainment of a higher moral
fiber, try a trip to Horse Cave,
Kentucky, where live, professional
theater is served up, family-style,
six days a week.
Horse Cave Theatre has earned a
national reputation for presenting
classic comedies and tragedies in
rotating repertory, Twins that
audiences can see as many as three
different plays in one weekend.
This summer's six fine plays are:
"Shadowlands," "Desert Rower,"
"Run For Your Wife," "A Flea in
Her Ear," "The Diary of Anne
Frank," and "The Woman in Black."
A riveting production of "Shadowlands" kicked off the theatre's
20th season last Friday night. Written by William Nicholson, the play
chronicles the unlikely love story of
an Oxford don in his fifties, C.S.
Lewis,and an American poet seven-

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & 'limes columnist
teen years hisjunior,Joy Davidman. England her literary hero agrees to
Lewis was best known in have tea with her.
America as the author of the beFriendship blossoms right away,
loved Chamigleia/Samia,a series but
when the couple weds, it is more
of seven books for children, Back a marriage
of prim convenience and
home in England, his professional austere
comradeship than an affair
peers chided him for creating a of the
heart. When Joy is diagnosed
mythical world full of whimsies like.,
_wig; bone...cancer, the two begin to
magic apples and talking beasts. admit
the depth of their love for one
They did give him grudging respect another
and it
for his highly respected writings of entrusted with is_Lewis who is
the care of Davidliterary criticism and Christian- man's eight-year
-old son after her
philosophy.
death.
Every aspect of the Horse Cave
As played by Warren Haminack, .production of "Shadowla
nds" is top
the C.S. Lewis character is bemused notch. The actors are
a fine and
and tolerant of his carnivorous highly skilled troupe
- including
colleagues. At the beginning of the Hammack as C.S.
Lewis;-Painela
play, his imagination is sparked by White as Joy; and Mayfield's
Don
letters received from Mrs. David- Johnson as Lewis''beloved
brother,
man. She engages his intellect and Warnie; Ronald J. Aulgur as the
his ego,and when she takes a trip to insufferable Christopher Riley; and

young Joseph McKinney as
Douglas.
Director Liz Bussey does a masterful job of managing the countless
short scenes of the two-act play,and
orchestrating smooth transitions between them. The set, designed by
Sam Hunt, enhances the direction
with its multi-levels and three basic
performance areas. The giant wardrobe is cleverly integrated into the
dark paneling, but its presence is
always hovering in the shadows.
The only flaw in "Shadowlands"
is that it ends too soon - with the
death of Joy -and does not cover the
intense period of grief that Lewis
suffered for years after. Moreover,
we learn nothing of how Lewis
coped as guardian of young Douglas,the bereft child who hoped that
the magic promised in C.S. Lewis'
children's books would help save
his mother in the end.
"Shadowlands" will be performed at Horse Cave Theatre July
5-7 and through the season until
August 17. "Desert Flower" premieres July 12 and "Run For Your
Wife" previews July 18. For reservation and other information about
Horse Cave Theatre's 20th season,
call 1-800-342-2177.

"IP

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Lexington Herald-Leader
The General Assembly, aided by Gov. Paul Patton, has put state
government in something of a jam by enacting a law to allow eligible people to carry a concealed weapon.
Some state employees want concealed deadly weapons banned
from the Capitol building. And the most prominent member of that
group is Kentucky Supreme Court Chief Justice Robert Stephens.
In a May 29 letter to the governor, Stephens, in pointing out that
building is home to all three branches of government, is worried
about potential threats to the employees who work there and citizens who visit.
We think Stephens is on target with his concerns about safety.
Concealed weapons ought to be banned not only from the Capitol,
but all state government buildings.
The law, which takes effect Oct. 1, already prohibits concealed
deadly weapons from some public buildings, including schools,
jails, police stations and any building occupied exclusively by court
facilities.
Still, hilebeliefeit'f-iii-the—piiblic.-infirest. to extend the
weapons ban to the Capitol, it places state government in a difficult
situation. Frankly, such a policy would seem downright hypocritical. ...
Of course, it wouldn't be the first instance of hypocrisy surrounding this law. Unfortunately, it's written into the law.
Although the legislature has made it legal for law-abiding citizens
to carry a concealed weapon, those same people aren't allowed to

bring their weapons into any meeting of the General Assembly.
Permit-holders who happen to be legislators are an exception,
however.
By adopting a common-sense policy to prohibit concealed weapons, state government will give the impression it is exempt from
the rules that the rest of us follow. And that certainty won't do
anything for restoring lagging confidence in government.
But that's what happens when right-minded people are forced to
work within the parameters of a bad law. It creates a losing proposition whatever state officials decide to do.
June 6 — The Post and Courier, Charleston, S.C., on the Ron
Brown plane crash:
A brigadier general and two colonels have been relieved of command (effectively ending their Air Force careers) following investigation of the crash of a military jet in Croatia that took the lives of
Commerce Secretary Ron- Brown and 34 others. ...
Up to this point, we-take no issue with the administrative action
taken. A question arises, however, when material deficiencies, long
documented, directly contribute to accidents such as this one. Secretary Brown's plane was old, not equipped with the latest navigational
and safety devices. Would the Federal Aviation Administration have
certified a similarly configured aircraft for commercial service? Not
likely. ...
Are only those who wear the uniform held accountable? In this
administration, the answer would seem to be — yes.

California burger nutty
(Mike Royko is on vacation. In
his absence, we are reprinting some
of his old favorites. This column
originally ran on July 20, 1983.)
I should have become suspicious
when I looked in the window arid
saw all the ferns hanging from the
ceiling and walls in the bar section
of the restaurant. Bars that have
ferns everywhere are not part of the
Chicago tradition of interior design.
More suitable Chicago barroom
decor includes softball and bowling
trophies, handprinted signs that say,
"No Checks Cashed," and somebody taking a nap on the shuffleboard.
But we were looking for a fast
lunch and the sign outside said the
place served food,so we wentin and
took a table;
'- 4
...............
"Hamburger," I said to the wait-'
ress.
"With or without pecans?" she
said.
"With or without what?" I asked.
"Pecans," she said.
"Uh, maybe you misunderstood
me. I asked for a hamburger."
"Yes, heard you. With or
without Pecans?"
Well I didn't know what to say. I
had never heard of pecans with a
hamburger.
So I asked: "How do you serve
the pecans? As a side dish or what?"
"No, they are in the hamburger."
"Ah,of course," I said, trying not
to appear unsophisticated. "Of
course, I'll have it with pecans."
"How do you want it done?"
Now she had me. I had stepped
right into a trap. I always get
hamburgers well done. As Slats
Grobnik once told me: "Real hot
grease kills all the germs."
But what about pecans? Should
_pecans be rare, medium, or well?
So I asked: "Could I get the
pecans rare and the rest of the

hamburger well done?"
She blinked at me. "The pecans
are in the hamburger."
"OK,well done for both of them."
Then she asked if I wanted
cheese, and I said yes. And she
asked:
"Swiss, cheddar, blue
cheese?"
There is only one cheese for a
hamburger - plain American cheese.
The processed kind. My favorite is
Velveeta. That's why I never go to
Paris. You can't get real Velveeta
from those barbarians.'
"Do you have Velveeta?" I
asked.
"Velveeta? No, but we have
some American cheese?"
"God bless America," I said. "Ill
have it."
She returned in a while and put a
plate in front of mc. I gaped at it and
asked: "What is this?"
"Your hamburger."
"It is?"
"That's what you ordered."
I had ordered a hamburger.
Everybody knows what a hamburger is. And this was not a hamburger.
It was the size and shape of a
baseball. And it was wrapped in
bacon and covered with the melted
cheese.
It sat atop half a roll, and the other
half was on the side. There was no
onion. There was no mustard or
ketchup.
I pointed this out and she said:
"You didn't order onion.. But I'll

bring you mustard and ketchup."
The mustard she brought was that
brown, French kind. I demanded
honest, yellow American mustard,
which is the only_ mustard- 'you
should put on hot dogs or hamburgers.
I doused the "burger" with the
condiments and put the top half of
the roll on it and picked it up.
It was impossible. It measured
about eight inches from top to
bottom. There was no way a person
with even a big mouth could take a
bite out of it.
"How do you cat this thing?" I
asked my companion.
"I don't know. Maybe you should
sort of press down on it with your
hand to flatten it out."
I tried. Mustard squirted out on
my shirt.
I looked around to see what
others were doing. They were
eating hamburgers, too.
With
knives and forks. Knives and forks.
There are many gray areas in life.
Some things can't be called right or
wrong.
But it was wrong to eat certain
foods with knives and forks. Ribs,
hot dogs, fried chicken, egg rolls,
and hamburgers - they should all be
eaten with hands.
To cat a hamburger with a knife
and fork is an unnatural as drinking
a shot and beer throigh a straw.
"lesthe California inilupnce," my
companion said. "That is a California-style burger."

Of course. The ferns should have
told me that. And the pecans and
foreign mustard.
And the fact that a wan young
man at the next table was sipping
white wine with his hamburger.
As we were leaving ,the waitress
said to me, "Was everything all
right?"
"Everything was subversive and
un-American," I said.
That evening, I stopped at the
Billy Goat Tavern, where a hamburger is still a hombooger and a
cheeseburger is still a chizbooger:
flat circles of meat cooked on a
greasy grill, with onions and yellow
mustard and slices of pickle.
And I warned Sam Sianis, the
owner, that times were changing
and he should consider changing
with them.
"Ferns,Sam, you had better think
about ferns."
"How do cook dem?"
"You don't cook them. They're
plants. You hang them from the
walls and ceilings."
He shook his head. "No plants
een dees place. Plants got bugs. I no
like bugs."
"Well, then you should consider
pecans in your burgers. It's the
coming thing. It's already here."
"Pecans?" he said. "You mean
knots?"
"Yeah, nuts."
He thought for a moment. Then
he went and got a hamburger and
put it in front of me. Next, he truned
around and pulled a package of beer
nuts from the nut rack on the back
bar.
He lifted the top of the bun and
put the package of beer nuts on the
hamburger. Then he replaced the
bun.
"OK, you got nuts in your chizbooger."
Ah, sanity prevails.
-„
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, June 26,
have been released as follows:
Dismissals
Charles E Hodges and Lane A.
Rowland, Farmington, Miss Judy A
Hibner, Spnngville, Tenn.; Ms. Marcia
Jean Brittain, Almo,
Ms. Marion Grace Brown and Mrs.
Tonya L. Briggs and baby boy, Dexter;

David M. Canerdy, Marked Tree, Ark..
Mrs. Kimberly Ann Horton and baby
girl, Hopkinsville; Milani C. Hunt,
Hardin; Mrs. Lavin& Harvey, Paris,
Tenn.;
• Mrs Alice Jean Todd, Miss Sondra
P Rush, Mrs Winnie L. Burkeen, Mrs.
Mary Louise Blakely,
Mrs Evelyn Mary Renfroe, Mrs.
Sharon Garner and baby girl, Mrs. Betty J Cottrell, William B. Hobbs,
'Miss Wanda Teresa Jones, Mrs.

Come Early & Beat the RUSH!
Register For 3 FREE
Assortment Packs
To Be Given Away
One Each Day On July 2nd,
3rd & 4th at Noon.
NOW OPEN
HOURS:
10 a.m.-I0 p.m.

missals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, June 27, have
been 'released as follows:

One newborn admission, dismissals and'one - expiration at
Murray-Calloway- County Hospital for Friday, June 28, have been
released as. follows:

20% OFF
Purchase With This Ad
Expires 7-3-96

Monday-Sunday

Expiration
Mrs. Hazel D. McCuiston, Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions, dis-

Newborn admissions
Hale baby boy, mother, Angelia
Wuest, Murray;
•
Garner baby boy, parents, Lori and
Kevin, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Gladys M. Finney, Hazel; Mrs
Stacey Lynn Riley, Mayfield; Charles
R. Warren, Kirksey; ,
Pat McCain, Mrs Evelyn Mary
Renfroe, Herschel Allen Allbritten,
Mrs.. Beatrice B. Hughes,
- Charles Parrish:"Arnold - Bo11.Ms.
Mary Beth Harp, Mrs. Ann 'Gilbert, Ms.
Rosanna Miller Stone,
• 'Ws: Edrie A. Wheat, Larry E. Stalls,
and Randolph Lynn Story, all of
• Murray.
Expiration
Robert E Burkeen, Murray.
• • • •

FIREWORKS

•

Hwy. 641 South To Hazel, Ky.
On Right At Caution Light

50% Off GOLD
CHAINS, BRACELETS & EARRINGS

Mrs. Urbana Koenen, • Harold W.
Moss, Ms. Brandi Lee-Ann Holt and
baby boy, Ron C McLemore and Ken
Brandon, all of Murray.
• • • •

Rose G. Adcock, Mrs Shirley MacMurray. and Tristan R. Crady, all of
Murray.

Seven newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
July }, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Wilson baby girl, parents, Elizabeth
and Randal, Murray;
Rudolph baby girl, parents, Lisa and
Tracy,KAlmo;
Nimfflo baby boy, mother, Valerie
Wyatt, Mayfield;
Smotherman baby boy, parents,
Sharlisa and Richard, Murray;
Peake baby girl, parents, Lisa and
Mike, Dexter;
Carter baby girl, parents, Bridget
and Robert, Wingo;
Scott baby girl, mother, Angel Johnson, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Earl F. Osborne, Cadiz: Bobby E.
Lindsey Jr., Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ann Gilbert, Edward M. Shroat,
Mrs. Loree S. Doyle, Mrs. Melissa
K. Bufkin, Mrs. Hilda Louise Alton, Ms.
Linda Miller,
•
Mrs. Fannie Steele, Mrs. Delores M.
Sullivan, and James F. Ross, all of
Murray.
•

•

•

•

Newborn admission
Rhys baby boy, mother Brandi Holt,
Murray.
Dismissals
Charles E. Hodges and Mrs. Rhonda Gail Tracy, Farmington; Mrs. Elizabeth H. Marshall, Hazel: Mrs. Lola
M. Lane, Cadiz;
Mrs. Jane Clayton, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Miss Amanda Sue Coleman,
Dexter; Miss Tamm'y R. McLeod,
Grand Rivers;
Mrs. Willa Deane Rodgers. Reynold
T. Peacock, James H. Ward, Mrs.
Lucy V. Lamb, Mrs. Catherine
Jennings,
Johnie C. Barrow, James Edward
Outland, Wendell Lee Lovett, Mrs. Vivian F. Sliger, Rudy Bucy,
Hollis S. Roberts, Jimmie R. Harrell,
Mrs. Tammy L. Seavers, Mrs. Stella L
_Westbrook and Taek-Jin Lim.
Expiration
Russell Parker, Murray.
• . • •

Windsor reunion on Sunday
TheWindsor Family Reunion will be Sunday, July 7, from noon to
6 p.m. at Courthouse Pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Park. A
potluck meal will be served. For more information call lames Windsor, 435-4346.

Kenlake plans holiday events
Kenlake State Resort Park will have its annual Fourth of July
celebration. The Drifters, a local band from Benton, will be performing from 6 to 10 p.m. with concessions sold from 6 to 9 p.m. The
annual "Kiddie Karnival" wiull be from 10 a.m. to noon. Also the
park will be hosting its first Antique and Colkctible Show at the
Kenlake Tennis Center from Wednesday, July 3, through Saturday,
July 6, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is SI. For more information call the park—at-4744211.

Soccer clinic to be July 8
A free Coaching Clinic and Parents Information Clinic will be
Monday, July 8, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Cutchin Field adjacent to Murray State University Curtis Center. In case of rain, the clinic will be
held in Mississippi Room of CUITiS Center. This is open to anyone
interested in coaching youth soccer at all levels and to all parents of
prospective players for the Murray High School Lady Tigers Soccer
Team. Mark Kennedy and Jeff Hill, coaches for Lady Tigers, will
demonstrate effective drills and team tactics for all coaches and
parents. Murray High parents will be given a preview of this year's
soccer team and what to expect.

Homeplace-1850 plans events
The Homeplace-1850 in Land Between the Lakes will have a special Independence Day celebration on Thursday, July 4. Events
include Traditional Toy Making from 10 to 11:30 a.m.; Raise the
Liberty Pole at 11 a.m.; Fidlin' with the Finest from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.; Potluck picnic dinner on grounds from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.; Reading of the Declaration of Independence, Toasting the
Revolutionary War, and Firing the Anvil at 1 p.m.; children's games
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Historic refreshments will be sold. For. more
information call 1-800-LBL-7077.

Boone Memorial breakfast Thursday

Hey there! Is your cat as purrfect
as this one? If you think so, come
Murray-Calloway. to Bark in the Park on Friday, July
County Hospital for Saturday,' 5, at 5:3e0 p.m. and register a picture of your kitty in the Picture
June 29, have been released as
Purrfect Cat Photo Contest There
follows:
will also ba Marvelous Mutt Match
Dismissals
for dogs as well as prizes, a
Miss Judy Carter, Mayfield; Mrs.
Ruth P. Busby, Symsonia; Mrs; Lori
cakewalk, games and doorprizes.
Garner and baby boy, Cadiz;
Bark in the Park Is sponsored by
Mrs. Nelle W. Outland, Miss Pauline
the
Humane Society as part of
Johnson. Ms. Angelia M. Wuest and
Freedom Fest's Family Day In the
baby boy, Mrs Aundrea Lu Mayer,
Park. For more information -about
Mrs. Dena Gaye Beach, Mrs Bessie
Irene Bynum, and James Rudy Lovett,
Bark In the Park call 436-2603.

The,annual O.B. Boone Memorial Breakfast by Murray Boy Scout
Troop 77 will be Thursday, July 4, from 6 to 9:30 a.m. in the Educational Building of First Christian Church. The public is invited to
auend.
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Newborn admissions
Lockard baby girl, parents, Angela
and Harley, Farmington;
Renz baby boy, parents. Kimberly
and Rex, Pans. Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs Virginia R. Vaughn; John W.
Copeland and Mrs. Carolyn E. Backer,
Kirktlrf: Jon M. Brandon, Nrno;
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All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, July 3,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.

Garland reunion on July 6
Descendants of the late Frank and Mary Elizabeth Garland will
have a reunion on Saturday, July 6, at 11 a.m. at the Blues Pavilion
at Kentucky Lake State Park. A ptitluck meal will be served. For
more information call Charlotte McClure at 753-9656.

Calvary Temple plans celebration
The fourth annual Fourth of July celebration at Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God, Highway 641 South, will be Sunday,
July 7, at 6:30 p.m. Featured will be outdoor church service, weather
permitting; food; game booths; and fireworks at dark. All proceeds
will be used to sending youth to church camp.

't r•vo,n1 turest LOWS.

Local centers plan program

$115

Vasa E499t0 tae
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74 Palmed Pedal
?wan Pall
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20% Off

Tractor Pulls on

FASHION WATCHES
AS Arrentron•, Lams* Disney, Rohe, Time rand Arizona Joan Co.'"

July 4 at 1 p.m.
July 5 at 3 p.m.
Dune Buggy Will be at the Street Fair
Downtown Murray on the 4th from 9a.m.-4
p.m.& at Famit$,Day from 1 p.m.-8p.m. at
the park.

Sato it.
Reg. &20

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday

For more info, call
759-2199 or
800-715-5004

"Roots and Wings: Raising Resilient Children" will be a program
by Calloway County Family Resource Center and Murray Youth
Services Center starting Tuesday, July 9, and continuing for six
weeks on Tuesday. Registration is limited to 20 and is required by
July 3 with a fee of $5.95. For more idformation call Jill Alton at
753-3070 or 753-3879.

Bogard reunion will be Aug. 24
The annual Bogard reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 24, at Weaks
Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. A
potluck lunch will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are
invited and are asked to note the change in meeting place this year.
For more information call Troy Bogard, 474-8873, or Modena Outland, 753-0254.

Cuba Class of 1976 plans reunion
Cuba High School's class of 1976 will have its 20th year reunion
on Saturday, July 27, at Patti's 1880's Settlement at Grand Rivers.
All former members and teachers of this class are invited to attend.
If you would like to attend and have not received any information,
contact Debra Bynum Wiggins at 1-502-376-5589, or Samantha
Johnson Hall at 759-1151.
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Essay Contest

tro. 1

Monday. July I. II am • Murray Calloway (ounry Library

LISTENER FUNDED
PUBLIC RADIO

For kids grades K-6 in the Summer Reading Program at Murray Calloway Couaty Library'
Children will be introduced to examples of classical music, then given the opportunity to girt their reactions
in brief essay's or verbally on tape Participants could win a CD player or compact disks for themselves,
and help win a computer. and computer software for their library.

FROM
MURRAY STATE

Ns protect supported by? grant from the Corporehoe for Public !Nudeness,
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Mr. and Mrs. Milton Lassiter

Wednesday, July 3
Tuesday, July 2
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m./Miller
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Memorial Golf Course.
Almo.
Murray Country Club Ladies Golf/9
Community improvement - 'am.
_
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Golf/9
Commerce..
a.m., Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Family Support Group at West View
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Nursing Home/4:30 p.m.
Piggly Wiggly/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
Singles Organizational Society
12:30-3 p.m.
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395,
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
489-2046 or 767-0342.
Club/1 p.m.
Free blood pressure checks/rtoon-2
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
senior citizens' activities.
Church.
Board of Calloway County Public
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Library/4:30 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
AA closed discussion/i1
p.m./Education Unit of Murraya.m./American Legion Hall.
Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Info/762-1100.
South Pleasant Grove United
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
Methodist Church Small Prayer
p.m./Eva's County Kitchen.
Group/7 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
building.
classes/7 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
New Life Christian Center study/7
Church/6 p.m.
p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Library.
Study/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
Christian and Missionary Alliance
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-43t4.
Eastwood Baptist Church
Weigh Down Workshop/7:30
service/7:30 p.m.
p.m/Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Info/767-0880.
Study/6:30 p.m.
Esther Sunday School Class of
Westside Baptist Church' service/7
Memorial Baptist Church/2 p.m.
p.m.
First United Methodist Church EduMemorial Baptist Church prayer
cation Work Area/7 p.m.
meeting/7 p.m. •
First Baptist Church Parents Day
First United Methodist Church
OuV3 p.m.; WMU Visiting Ministry/3
Covenant Prayer/9:30 a.m.; Wacky
p.m. in Room 301; Step Aerobics/5:30
Wednesday/10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.;
p.m.; Kathleen Jones group
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m. —picnic/5:30 p.m./City Park.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Murray-Calloway County Shared
classes/7 p.m.
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
University Church - of Christ Bible
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
classes/7 p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge officers First Presbyterian ChNch Choir/6:30
meeting/6 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.
p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Grace Baptist Church .Kids Club,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Youth Bible Study, College/Career
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts CenBible Study,-Adult Bible Study/7
ter: MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
National Boy Scout Museum open/9
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Wednesday, July 3
Fellowship breakfast tor any persons
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11:30
and spouses who ever attendad Faxon
a.m./Dutch Eisenhaus Restaurant.
School/8 a.m./Shoney's.

Wednesday, July 3
First Baptist Church Step Aerobics/l•
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Super Summer Studies, Youth
Prime Time/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:35 p.m.; Intercessory
Prayer/7:45 p.m.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. •
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
•

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Wt.1.1.1!, Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars

• Call Us l'or Rate,

Holland Motor Saks
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have Karen
Hanselman bride-elect of Alan Bazzell,
join our bridal registry.
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Sarah Barrett bride-elect of Mike
Smith, join our bridal registry.
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851

Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Milton Lassiter will be honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 7.
The event, hosted by their daughters, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of Walnut Street Baptist Church, 13enton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter were married July 9, 1946, at the home of the
Rev. Ed Taylor, Sedalia. Their attendants were Mrs. Linda Bedwell
Hawks, sister of the bride, and Charles Kemp, uncle of the groom.
Mrs. Lassiter, the former Lottie Bedwell, is the second daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Toscoe Bedwell. Mr. Lassiter is the first son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter.
They have two daughters, Ms. Diane Noles of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Renee Lofton and husband, Craig, Benton; six grandchildren, Troy Adams, Seth Noles, Leigh Anne Noles, Laken Lofton,
Casey Lofton and Nathan Lofton. One son, Philip Lassiter, is
deceased.

Ray reunion is held
Relatives and friends of the late •
Clayton and Mary Ray gathered at
Kentucky Dam State Park on Saturday, June 22, for the annual Ray
Reunion.
Hosting this year's event were
Ken and Linda Ray, Cleveland,
'Tenn., and Gary and Trecia Ray,
Murray.
Lunch was served with the afternoon spent visiting, fishing and
swimming.
The following persons attended:
Stella Hurt; Barbara Harrell;
Charles and Melva Cooper; Max
Dodd; Joe and Myrtle Jones; Ulis
and ',Irene Woods; Linda White;
Katherine Ray; Larry, Marilyn and
Will Ray; Glen Beach, Helen
Spann; Barry Harrell and family;
Tracy Butler and Ryan; Gary, Trecia, Brock, Brenden and Benjamin
Ray, all of Murray;
Gene D. and Leta Ray; Terry,
Carole and Brandon Davis, Calvert
City; Cordelia Terry, Sue McNeil,
•_ Hardin; Nancy Smith, Rebecca
Smith,Jessica and Laura, Mayfield;
Buel Ray, Leon and Frances Jones,
Benton;
Gloria Thomas, New Concdrd;
Mike Ray,Jennifer Jenkins,Princeton; Jerry Cook, Jeff Cook, Signal
Mountain, Tenn; Aaron Veach,
Waterford, Mich., Jack and Mahe-

line Lively, Autaugaville, Ala.
Jimmy Bailey, Martie Bailey
McEverney, Montgomery, Ala.,
Carla Halkias and Angela,Ilertnitage;Tenn.;James and Gloria Jones,
Sandy and Aaron Nevin,Elizabethtown; an and DO•bie Holt, Andy
and Matthew, Lexington;
Bonnie Ray,Janice White,Nancy
and Leann Mallet, Chattanooga,
Tenn., Kim, Matthew and Adam
Ray, Ringgold, Ga., Ken, Linda,
Brinany and Derek Ray,Cleveland,
Tenn.

Kailey Ann
Ray is born
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Ray of 306
North Fifth St., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Kailey Ann
Ray, born on Tuesday, June 18,
1996, at 5:45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
four ounces and measured 20'/2
William Henry Harrison served
inches. The mother is The former ,the shortest time in office of any
Talana Morton.'
President in American history.
He caught a cold the day he was

Grandparents are Kerry and
inaugurated President and died
Janice Bowerman, Hardin, ,Larry - 30 days later.
and Marilyn Ray, Murray, Nickie
and Linda Morton, Hardin, and
Peggy Ray, Murray. Greatgrandparents are Johnnie and
Imogene Nelson, Fairdealing, and
Ulis and Irene Woods, Murray.

Come on out and see...

Richard Henson
as he presents

"Brooms,Bootsie & Me"
July 5 at 4 p.m. at the City Park Watch as Henson creates a broom,and see
examples of brooms that have appeared on the
television series.
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman.
Register for a FRI F Dr Quinn Broom" on Thursdtw. Jul\ 4 dunnv the Street
Fair at the Freedom Fest information booth. and Fnday Jul 3 at the Freedom
Fest intormation both at Family av in the Park
"lhe-driming %%ill he at 5 pm following his performance
You must N present to win' Come on out and register'

Retirement Center

1204 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky.

For more information, call 759-2199 or 800-715-5004.

Freedom Fest'96
proudly presents

r4

No Admission Fee!

Family Day in the Park
July 5 Fun For the Whole Family!

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Arts & Crafts
Food Vendors
9 a.m. - 8 p.m. KY Wing & Rotor Helicopter Rides
Circle H Amusements Children's Rides
I p.m. - 8 p,,m.
Dune Buggy the Clown Walkaround Show
3 p.m.
Peanut Pedal PoAer Tractor Pull
(for children)
4 p.m.
Richard Henson, "Brooms.'BOOtSie & Me"
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
"Taste of Murray" featuring
Sealoml ExpreN.s•
- • Papa.1rthn's • •
Spf,r1t-'s
Simply Scruniplifias l'aterm,s;
knoill'Allarheque
l'rossroluts:

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Various Info Booths & Games
5 p.m.
- YMCA/Mattel Kids' Parade
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Bark in the Park
5:30 p.m.
Second Chance Bluegrass Gospel Band
6 p.m.
Spinner! Story telling
6:30 p.m.
MSU Community Summer Band
7 p.m.
Night Moves Country Line Dancers
Absolute Zero Voncert

For more information,
'contact Freedom Fest Headquarters
at
t•

759-2199 or 800-715-5004.

hickory Woods Retirement Center announces its
Ground Breaking on July 9, 1996, at 11:30 A.M.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

For more information visit the Marketing Office
at 1608 Hwy. 121 By Pass, Murray,-Ky.,
or call Marketing Director, Katherine Morris at

502-753-5339.

•
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Graf beats one
Martina,fires
off at another

OVC baseball
gets automatic
bid to NCAA
tourney in '97
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
— The Ohio Valley Conference
is back among the automatic
qualifiers for the NCAA baseball tournament.
The OVC hadn't received an
automatic bid to the Division I
tournament since 1991. But the
NCAA Division 1 Baseball
Committee has recommended
that the OVC and 18 other conferences automatically send its
champion to the 1997 regionals.
"This speaks highly for the
coaches of the conference who
made a concentrated effort to
improve the caliber of play,"
Murray State coach Mike
Thieke said. "We had several
very big wins over higher rated
conferences. We had 11 wins
against the Somtheastern Conference, and I believe that's the
most ever."
The NCAA ranks conferences
on the basis of a Ratings Percentage Index (RPI). The index
takes into account, among other
things, a team's won-loss
record and its strength of .schedule. The OVC's RIP ranking
jumped from 24 to 18 with the
help of the 44-22 record corn- piled by 19% champion- A-tistin
Peay and an overall schedule
upgrade by all OVC teams.
League teams played many
nationally ranked teams during
the year and won many of those
games, including 11 victories
versus the nation's No. 1 rated
conference, the SEC.
"When we had an automatic
bid before, we were always the
24th rated. conference, and 18th
See Page 7

By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Tennis Writer

Flo photo

Six-time Wimbledon champion Stetfi Graf advanced to the tournament's quarterfinals Monday, then continued
the recent series of verbal exchanges with former doubles partner Martina Navratilova. Navratilova has
accused Graf of exaggerating the extent of injuries.

If Danny Darwin had ken
spiked - last year while covering
first, it probably would have
resulted in a season-ending
injury.
Monday night, it made him a
better pitcher.
Darwin, who convinced Pittsburgh manager Jim Leyland to
leave him in after he was stepped
on in the fifth inning, continued
his remarkable comeback as the
Pirates beat the Chicago Cubs
4-1.
After posting a 3-10 record last
year with Toronto and Texas,
Darwin (7-7) was offered only a
minor-league contract by the
Pirates. But he's given thenf more
than their money's worth this
season.
Last night, he pitched seven
innings of six-hit ball to win for
the fifth time in six starts. In that
span, his ERA has dropped to

▪ See Page 7

Orioles' Anderson hopes for All-Star spot
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer

start me, that would be great."
Mike Hargrove will make the
Hargrove refused to reveal his
choice to fill Griffey's spot, and
selection Monday night, but
although he's not obligated to
hinted that Anderson might be his.
pick Anderson, it's a safe bet he
third starter.
will.
"The injury to Ken Griffey Jr.
"I just hope I make it,"
is very unfortunate," he said.
Anderson said following Baltimore's 7-4 win at Toronto on "We have considered several
players to start in his place,
Monday. "It. would •heve been
nice to be voted in, but I can't Brady Anderson of Baltimore
actually say I expected it. If I - among them. ... But I am not
make the team and they choose to • going to give out any news

for the July 9 All-Star game in
Philadelphia.
NEW YORK (AP) — Brady
Het-Weyer, because of an injury
Anderson's 28 home runs may to Seattle's Ken Griffey Jr., the
not have impressed the fans. Not top vote getter, Anderson is a
to worry though, Brady, Mike possible, if not most qualified
Hargrove is well aware of .your candidate', to replace Griffey in
numbers.
the AL starting. lineup.
Anderson, the major league
Anderson finished behind Grifhome tun leader entering today's ' fey and Cleveland, feantiriates
games, finished fourth among AL Albert Belle and Kenny Lofton in
outfielders in balloting by fans the fans' voting. Indians manager

Pittsburgh's Darwin
continues comeback,
shuts down Cubs 4-1
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer

WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Steffi Graf beat one Martina
and took a swipe at another at
Wimbledon on an irritating day
of testy tempers, too much rain
and too little tennis.
Graf turned in one of her best
performances of the tournament
Monday in a 6-1, 6-4 rout of
Martina Hingis to reach the quarterfinals, then turned on the
Swiss teen's namesake, Martina
Navratilova, for implying that
Graf exaggerated her injuries.
"She's lucky she doesn't have
to live with them," Graf said icily. "I think she should know better than to say these things."
Relations between Graf and
Navratilova have been frosty
since Wimbledon last year, when
they were scheduled to play doubles together before Graf backed
out at the last minute. Navratilo-

va was left without a partner and
no chance to tie Billie Jean
King's record of 20 overall
Wimbledon titles. Navratilova
came up one short when she won
the mixed doubles with Jonathan
Stark.
Their tiff continued recently
when Graf won the French Open
for her 19th Grand Slam singles-title, surpassing Navratilova's total, and reportedly felt miffed by
not receiving a congratulatory
note from her.
While commenting for HBO
last week, Navratilova said
Graf's latest problem, a swollen
tendon in her left kneecap, was
"an excuse ahead of time just in
case- she needs it."
"If you read the newspapers,
you'd think she belongs in the
hospital," said Navratilova, who
owns three more Wimbledon sin-

▪ See Page 7

Tyson to relinquish
WBC championship
WBA champ Seldon
.to be next opponent

2.55 by giving up only live
earned runs in,41 innings. .
In 1995, Darwin's 7.45 .ERA
was the second highest among all
starters. He spent most of the season pitching on ;idling knees.
"My knees were hurting last
year and I couldn't push off them
hard, so I'd get my pitches up. Or
I'd get two outs in an inning and
touldn't .get the third. This year,
I'm confident that no Matter what
the situation is, I can get a pitch
over."
In the fifth, he was spiked in
the right foot while covering first
on a double-play grounder. M.
Mark Grace scored from second
on the play, Darwin clutched at
his foot in pain.
But after a chat with Leyland,
Darwin stayed on and limited the
Cubs to just two. hits over his..
final 3 1-3 innings.
"My breaking ball was even
better after that," Darwin said.

before the actual announcement
is made, because it wouldn't be
fair to everyone being
considered.
"I've tried to be as fair as possible. I talked to a lot of people
and have looked at so many statistics they are coming out of my
ears."
For the second straight year,

By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer

Fe photo

Mike Tyson's attempt to unity the heavyweight boxing titles has been
put on hold as he will surrender the WBC championship before meeting
WBA champ Bruce Seldon. The WBC had mandated that Tyson defend
the title against top contender Lennox Lewis.

LAS VEGAS (AV) — Mike
Tyson will have to wait a little
longer before trying to unify boxlag's three heavyweight titles.
And he's not happy about it.
Tyson says he doesn't understand why he has to vacate the
WBC title just as he appears on
the verge of winning the WBA
version of the crown from Bruce
Seldon in their July 13 fight at
the MGM Grand hotel-casino.
"No one 'cares when Mike
Tyson is involved," Tyson said
during a Monday conference call.
"No one wants to get involved."
• Under a deal made by promoter Don King with Lennox Lewis,
Tyson either had to fight Lewis
or vacate the WBC title he won
in March from Frank Bruno.
Lewis agreed to take $4 million to step aside and let Tyson

fight Seldon under the provision
that he fight next for the title.
Rather than fight Lewis under
Lewis' terms, Tyson will vacate
the WBC title.
Tyson is a 12-1 favorite to beat
Seldon, a little-known fighter
who won his share of the heavyweight title April 8, 1995, when
he stopped Tony Tucker for the
crown that became vacant when
the WBA stripped George Foreman of his title.
Should Tyson beat Seldon, he
is expected to fight in the fall,
possibly against former heavyweight champion Evander
Holyfield.
In the meantime, Lewis and the
WBC's No. 1 ranked contender,
Oliver McCall, will fight for that
vacant titik and newly crowned
IBF champion Michael Moorer
will defend against Francois Botha of South Africa.
"I'm certain the winner of
Botha-Moorer will be willing to
unify the title and fight Mike
Tyson," King said.
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Lasorda leaves hospital; return date uncertain
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Looking slimmer and walking
slowly, Tom Lasorda left the hospital Monday to recuperate from
a minor heart attack.
It is not yet known when the
68-year-old manager of the Los
Angeles Dodgers manager will be
back in ,the dugout, _
feel absolutely nosain," he
said. "I have no pain about my
ulcer, and I was on the treidmill
today and everything went well."
Lasorda returned to his Fullerton home and will 'not,manage
until there is aufficient progress

in his recovery, tie physician
Lasorda entered Centinela HosDr. Michael Martian said.
pital Medical Center on June 24,
"He has some milestones that
complaining of stomach pain.
he has to meet with regards to his
Doctors discovered he has an
heart and his, stomach," Mellman
ulcer and had suffered a minor
said. "We will 'make judgments
heart attack, although they do not
as to when he is going to return
know precisely when the attack
over the next week or two."
occurred.
"I might be ready in two * Two days later, he underwent
days," Lasorda joked, as Melt- an angioplasty procedure in
man vigorously shook his
which a coronary blockage was
otherwise. •-•
•
opened.
In his 20Th season maim-gift
-Lasorda ,never-. suspected -he
the Dodgers, Lasorda had never
had heart problems:and admitted
previously missed a game
he never would have gone to the
because of illness. He left the hospital if- his wife, Jo, hadn't
club for two games five years ago
called Mellman, who insisted he
when his son died.'
come in.

"I thought I was indestructible," Lasorda said. "I didn't
think anything could ever happen
to me." Lasorda, once a spokesman for
a diet plan, lost weight in the
hospital, although doctors
declined to say how much. He is
listed at 190 pounds on a 5-foot-9
frame in the team media guide,
but he clearly weighed more than
that before the surgery.
• Lasorda promises to follow
doctpr's orders, which includes
getting regular exercise and modifying a diet that had been loaded
with pasta and heavy sauces.
"Tommy has already started

•

•

on a heart healthy diet," said Dr...
Anthony Reid, who performed
the angioplasty.
Lasorda and Reid had lunch
together Sunday, and Lasorda's
menu featured a lean turkey sandwich, fat-free yogurt a#
i
fresh
fruit.
"He was perfectly pleased and
enjoyed it," Reid said.
Not so enjoyable has been the
Dodgers' performance -since
Lasorda fell ill.
•
With a 10-2 victory over
San
Diego on Monday night, the Dodgers have won two of seven
games under coach Bill Russel.

•

TOMMY LASORDA'

•
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Swimmers do well
at Mt. Vernon meet

Sports
BRIEFS

sun

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray-Cilloway County
swim team had an impressive
showing at its third meet of the
season at the Mount Vernon Free
Style Sprint Invitational.
Murray-Calloway swimmers
receiving trophies were:
Girls 6: Kayla Simmons,
50-meter, first place (Pool Record);
25-meter, first place (PR) and
100-meter relay, second.
Girls 7: Erin Adams, 50-meter,
third; 25-meter, first; 100-meter
relay, second. Whitley Edwards,
100-meter relay, second.
Girls 8: Morgan Williams,
25-meter, third; 100-meter relay,
second.
Boys 8: Bryan Murdock, graduated relay, third; mixed realy,
second.
Girls 9: Bre'Sykes, 25-meter,
second. Lauren Nance, 25-meter,
third.
Boys 9: Trey Mason, 50-meter,
third; 25-meter, third; 100-meter
relay, second; graduated relay,
third. Jonathan Young, 100-meter
relay, second. Seth Darnell,
-meter relay, third. Larkin Philpot, 100-meter relay, second.
Girls 10: Meaghan Murdock,
50-meter, third; 25-meter second;
mixed relay, second.
Boys 10: Corey Underhill,
100-meter relay, second; 50-meter,
third. Ryan Lee, 200-meter relay,
third.
Girls 11: Mallory Rudolph,
100-meter, second; 50-meter, third;
200-meter relay, second. Madeleine

Philpot, 200-meter relay, second.
Boys 11: Chad Culp, 100-meter, third; 200-meter,-- second.
Girls 12: Chelsie Thompson,
100-meter, third, 200-meter relay,
second. Tabitha Paschall, 200-meter relay, second.
Boys 12: Jared Sammons,
100-meter, third; 50-meter, second;
200-meter relay, second; graduate
relay, third; miLed relay, second.
Brett Nance, 23-meter, second;
200-meter relay, second. Coleman
Maddox, 200-meter relay, second.
Boys 14: Trey Long, 100-meter, third; 50-meter, first; 200-meter
d relay, third; graduated relay, third;
mixed relay second; Caleb Reinhardt, 25-meter, second; 200-meter
relay, third.
Boys 15: Joey Woods, graduated relay,othird.
Girls 18: Heather Jedan,
100-meter, first; 50-meter, first
(PR), mixed relay, second.
Swimmers receiving medals
were: Zach Underhille, Emilie
Reinhardt, Whitley Edwards, Erin
Adams, Bryan Murdock, Doran
Brown, Grant Rudolph, Morgan
Williams, Jonathan Young, Larkin
Philpot, Bre Sykes, Lauren Nance,
Hannah Reinhardt, Emily Brandon,
Jansen Morton, Ashley Edwards,
Linsey Paschall, Corey Underhill,
Ryan Lee, Chad Culp, Madeleine
Philpot, Jennie Jones, Serena Brittain, Coleman Maddox, Brett
Nance, Corrie Reinhardt, Chelsie
Thompson, Tabitha Paschall.
Amber Young, Denis Brown, Brytani Darnell, Rebecca Lee, Caleb
Reinhardt, Joey Woods and Karen
Green.

It was a soft and strange rain
that fell most of the afternoon,
Graf, who has been wearing a
stopping play at times on Centre
brace in practice and a 'small
Court but not on the adjacent
white bandage on her knee in
Court 1, or vice versa.
matches, said "I wish the things
she says were true. I don't like to
Defending men's Pete Sampras
talk about injuries, or use it as an
never even had to show up as his By JOE IAACENKA
excuse."
match against Cedric Pioline, the AP Sports Writer
Graf said she confronted Navthird scheduled on Centre Court,
ratilova about the comment in the
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — A
was postponed to Tuesday. Three change in heart by Vlade Divac
locker room a couple of days ago.
other men's matches also never appears likely to allow the Char"She said she was sorry the
way it was put," Graf said, ''arid' ----Started.
lotte Hornets to do, a complete
For British fans who endured
she didn't really mean how she
makeover of their lineup. What
the delays, the day ended happily effect his reversal will have on
said it."
with Tim Henman becoming the the Los Angeles Lakers remains
After playing through two of
first British man to reach the to be seen.
the day's many rain delays, Graf
wasn't in the happiest of moods' Wimbledon quarters since Roger
Divac's agent said Monday his
Taylor in 1973. Taylor went on client has backed away from his
despite the victory over the
to lose in the semifinals. The last retirement threats and agreed to a
15-year-old Hingis, who beat her
British man to win Wimbledon deal that would send him from
in the Italian Open this year. Graf
was Fred Perry in 193.6.
will next meet No. 6 Jana Novotthe Lakers to the Hornets for the
Henman, who • upset French
na, who lost to her in the 1993
rights to Kobe Bryant, CharlotOpen champioVIrevgeny. Kafel- te's first-round draft pick.
Wimbledon final.
nikrit-in the -first round, beat
Conchita Martinez, the 1994
The trade would mean the HorMagnus Gustafsson 7-6 -'(7-2), nets, one of the worst defensive
champion and No. 3 seed, stalked
6-4,776 (7-4).
angrily around the court in utter
and rebounding teams in the

NBA, would get a center solid in
both areas during his seven seasons in the league.
The arrival of the 7-foot-1,
250-pound Divac also would
mean several Hornets could shift
back to what new coach Dave
Cowens feels are their natural
positions, The shifts would make
the Hornets bigger at almost
every spot and enable them to
post up significantly more than
they did last season.

Amateur boxer dies of head injuries
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — An amateur boxer died from head injuries he
suffered dunng a match, police said Monday
The dead boxer, Dale Foreman, 24, of Cincinnati, was fighting Robert
Adams in a three-round heavyweight .bout Saturday night at the Richmond
Golden Gloves Gym
Judges had Foreman winning on points entering the final round but he
suddenly began taking punches without a defense early in the third round.
according to Jeff Drummond, a sports writer for the Richmond Register who
was at the fight.
Referee Jim Blake stopped the bout early in the third and Foreman was
able to walk to his corner and sit on a stool, according to Richmond police
detective Daniel Brewer
After he sat down, Foreman told Jon Strauss, a local doctor in his corner,
that he was dizzy and couidn't hear He asked Strauss to call for an ambu•
lance, Drummond said
Foreman was still conscious as he was taken to Patti Clay Hospital in
Richmond He was transferred to the University of Kentucky Medical Center
Neurosurgery Intensive Care Unit early Sunday where he died several
hours later, an autopsy report said

PONY LEAGUE
The 1996 Pony League All-Stars are Clit Darnell, Thurman Foster, Justin
Garland, Josh Harcourt, Fulton Hart, Marty Hodge, Scott Lowe, Jay McGehee. Lucas Miller, Jett Owen, Tony Ryan, Brad Thurmond and Eric VIIlaflor
The coaches are Tim Thurmond and Brett Harcourt The team will play all this
week in the Lyon County tournament, in an upcoming Murray Heat tournament and in the Kentucky State Pony Tournament

BRONCO LEAGUE
Breaktime Billiards 5, Copy P1us1: Luke Dibble and Dean Futrell each
had two doubles to lead Breaktime Billiards last Friday in their final game.
Breaktime, which finished second in the Bronco League, alSOh4C1 singles
from Chase Duncan, Edward Baust and Billy Pritchett Baust also struck out
11 Copy Plus hitters For Copy Plus, Chris Owen and Jason Linn each had
two singles while Jonathan Hedges, Mitchell Smith and Zach Hampton had
singles

•Graf...
FROM PAGE 6
gles titles than GraPs six. "If
you look at her today, she's running like a gazelle."

frustration at the delays and sloppy play in her 5-7, 7-6 (7-5), 6-3
loss to Japan's Kimiko Date.

L.A.'s Divac agrees
on trade to Charlotte

I Anderson...

e 4th

e

of July Specials

FROM PAGE 6
Griffey was voted to start. And
for the second straight year, a
hand injury will deny fans a
chance to see him play.
Sidelined with a broken right
hand, Griffey received 3,064,814
votes — more than 500,000 more
than the next closest player, Baltimore shortstop Cal Ripken.
But after injuring himself
while fouling off a pitch June 19,
Griffey underwent surgery and is
expected to miss at least a month.
He had to sit out last year's AllStar game in Texas after fracturing his left wrist making a spectacular catch.
"I'm really disappointed,"
oriffey said before Monday
night's game with Oakland.
"Last year I didn't play. Now
I'm going through it again."

Jack Daniels
Cocktail

Kegs In Stock

'4.99

4 pk

Seagram's
Coolers

'4.99

750 ml

Bud &
Bud Light

Michelob &

-68.23

'71.27

Bartles &
Jamie Coolers

Busch

Miller Lt.

'63.97

'66.51

Killian

'17.98

OVC...

71.73

30.85

Coors Lt.
12

Beefeater

'29.98

Keystone

'7.99

'4.85

Colt 45

Coke &
Diet Pepsi

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATT1NG—Plazza. Los Angeles. 364 Fkoks
Colorado, 352. EYoung. Colorado. 349 Blchens
Cobrado. 145, TGeynn, San Dego, 338, Graoe
Chicago 336, Mabry, St Louis. 327
RBI—Bichette. Colorado, 40, Galarraga. Colorado. 75, Begirre41, Houston, 73, HRodrIguez, Montreal, 69, Burks, Cokurado. 69. DNA. 44cusion, 65,
MstAlliams, San Francisco, 65, Bonds. San FranC$1103, 66
HOME RUNS-604a. Chicago, 26, HRodnguez,
Montreal, 25. Shelled. Florida. 24. Pfazza., Los
Angeles, 23. Klestio. Atlanta. 22, Bonds San Franmac°, 22, Galarrags, Colorado. 22
PITCHING (10 Deasions)—Srtmhz. Atlanta.
14-3, 824,2 98, Ashby, San Diego. 6-2. 800. 2.93,
PJMarenez, Montreal. 7-3, 700, 354, Gardner,
San Franasco, 7-3, .700. 3 96. liatnitton. San
Dego 9-4, 692. 490, Fetz. Colorado. 9-4. 692.
494 Neagle, Pittsburgh 8-4 667 307

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING—RA)omar, Baltimore, 365, Kno.
Mauch, Minnesota. 356, MVaughn, Boston. 350,
&atm, lAivraukes, 348. FThomas Chicago, 345
ARodriguez, Santee. 342, Boggs New York, 339
RBI—FThornas, Chicago. 82- GVaughn. feteau-keit, 74. MVaughn, Boston. 73. RPaknetro, Baltimore, 72; Belle, Cleveland, 71, EMartinez, Seethe,
71 Buhner, Seattle, 68
HOME RUNS—By Anderson. Bartimors, 28.
Bole, Cleveland, 26, McGwire. Oakland, 25
1AVaughn. Boston. 24, GVaughn, Milwaukee, 24,
Canseco, Boston, 24; FThornas, Chicago. 23, Gillfey Jr, Seattle, 23.
PITCHING (10 Deciworim—BWells, Seattle, 9-1,
900. 310, Nagy. Cleveland. 11-2. 846 3.62, Pan111. Texas, 10-2, 933. 516, Pelee. New York,
12-4. 750, 398. Karl. lAlwaukes, 9-3. .727, 446,
BoMtie, Callomia, 8-3, 727. 4.22, Hitchcock. Seattle. 7-3. .700, 493, McDonakt kekvaukee, 7-3,
700, 4 4.4
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BIN a Tigershark
and we'll make a
big deal out of it.

$4.99

1 75 nil

1 75 L

$13.99

$6.05

L

Dailys
Mixes
1

'2.99

gal

'4.99

$11.31

Cuomo
Party Pack
750 ml

Mr. & Mrs.
T MIx“

*9.98

Popov
Vodka
1 75

'22.99

17.48

McCormick
Vodka

'1.39

ma .in lewd quit

'14.99

Ron oco
Coconut Rum
750 ml

'8.51

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714
West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • oar's, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

•
••••••••
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BASEBALL LEADERS

Tropical
Freezes

2L

Busch & Busch Lt.
Suitcases

175 L

Neese League
East Deleon
W
I. Pe4. GB
Atlanta
51
30 ADO
Montreal
47 34
580 4
Flonda
4111 12
39 42
Neu York
37 44
457 14
Philadelphia
413 17'h
33 47
Central DhoMilen
W
IL PM
GB
tiouskvn
43 40
518 —
Sr Lckas
41
1
506
40
Cinannao
487 2 h
37 39
Chicago
419
38 43
Firsburgh
37 44
457 5
Wee Division
W
I Pct. GB
Loa Angees
43 40
519
San Diego
43 40
518
Colorado
40 40
500 1",
San Francisco
37 43
463 4.4
Mendey'e Games
Atlanta 7 Montreal 2
San Franasco 9 Colorado 6
Petsburgh 4 Chicago 1
140.4101, 6 Flonda 2
PfkleOelphia 6, New Volt 4
Cinannao 8 Si Leas 5
Los Angers 10 San Demo 2
Tusedey's Gamuts
Colorado (Ritz 94) at San Franasco (Gardner
235
pm
7-34
Atlanta (Maddox 8-5) at Montreal (Comae( 3-5)
635 pm
New York (Harresch 4-4) at Philadelphia (Springer 14) 6 35 p m
Chicago (Tekomaco 3-4) M Plneburgh (Wagner
4-5). 635 pm
Ceannat (Salked 4-21 at St LoLas (Morgan
2:4 705 p m
Fforlda (Weathers 2-1) at Houston Mal 6-0)
706 pm
Los Angeles lAstacio 3-6) al-San Diego (Veenruse 4-5). 906 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Tana' CDT
East Division
W
L Pct, 08
New York
48 32
600
&tenors
544 44
43 36
444 12/4
Toronto
36 45
Boston
425 14
34 46
Detroit
260 26
23 59
Central Division
W
I PM. GB
Cleveland
49 32
605
Chicago
564 3
46 35
kalwaukes
41
39
513
488 Sth
IlAnnesola
39 41
Kansas City
427 14.4
35 47
Wee Dtvielen
W
GB
L Pct
Texas
49 32
605
Seattle
42 37
532 6
C alfornia
41
41
500 8'h
Oatiland
476 10'h
39 43
liondefe Games
Baltnxine 7 Toronto 4
iAlwaukee 2. Derck 0
Kansas City 4. Cleveland 2
New York 2, Boston 0
Minnesota 10, Chicago 7
TOIMS 9 California 6
Oakland 6, Seattle 4
Tuesday's Genet
Kansas City (Belcher 6-3) al Cie/eland (Oges
31), 605 pm
Meaukete (McDonald 8-3) st Detroit (Lira 5.7)605 pm
Baltimore (Enckson 4-6) at Toronto (Ouantill
4-8) 635 pin
Boston (Moyer 4-11 8t Neve TO& (Rogers 6-3),
.
635 pm
Minnesota (Aldred 3-51 al Chicago (Fernandez
-748. 705 p.m.
Texas (Hil 195) at California (Soak* 6-3). 905
pm
Oakland (Johns 5-9) at Sande (Wells 9-1), 905
pm

'13.99

3 pk

Scoops

George Dicks")
8 Years

MAJOR LEAGUES

'16.99

ok

'5.99

'22.10

375 mi

.ftSVE11.0C1

Captain
Morgan

ph

)

Skyy
Vokda
75

'75 L

$15.98

B
Scotch

1 75 L

'5.80

Bud & Bud U.
Suitcases

'12.99

1 75 I

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Segrams
Gin

Subs

12" Subs

J &

FROM PAGE 6
may be the highest we've ever
been rated," Thieke said. "This
is something that's come about
because of the hard work by the
conference coaches the last few
years, and the fact that now we
take all eight teams to the OVC
tournament. It's made our conference a lot tougher from top
to bottom."
The OVC did not send a team
'to the NCAA playoffs between
1992 and 1994. But the OVC
champion has taken part in
"play-in" series with the winner advancing to the tourriaL
ment. Middle Tennessee and
Austin Peay won those series
the past two years.
"The automatic bid adds
• pressure, but it also takes it
away because now the conference champion doesn't have to
worry about winning a play-in
series," Thiekc said. "But the
job now is to maintain our rating because the conferences are
evaluated every year."

6"

'2.99

Red

Old
Crow
175L

733-9627

V

Canadian
Mist

Jim

1 75 L

'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

$32.98

1 75 L

Beam
4 Years

'12.98

Dewars
Scotch

Michelob
Lt.

'4.62

4p)

George Dicke,
12 Years

7
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Think a Tigershark will take a big
chunk out of your wallet? Not with
the great deals at Darnell Marine! During our
Fourth ofJuly Feeding Frenzy Blowout gale,
you can own your very own Tigershark personal
watercraft at unbelievable savings! Choose from
our economical Montego, value packed Montego
Deluxe, high performance Daytona 770,family
three-seater Monte Carlo 640,luxurious Monte
Carlo 770, or our powerful, 105hp Monte Carlo
900. So come out to Darnell Marine and go for a
ride—without getting taken for one! Everything
else isjust bait!
Financing is available

DARNELL MARINE, INC.
HIGHWAY 94 EAST
753-3734
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Activities set for Freedom Fest

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance,
Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St.

7teedaot 7e4is '96

74ivie.4 Dag
I) C

71E504V-7S gERG'
in concert FREE at Family Day in the Park!
July 5 at 7 p.m.
at the Creek Pavilion in the New City Park
Come see this localfavorite performing
many oftoday's Top 40 hits, along with
several oftheir own hot originals!
For more information, call 759-2199 or 800-715-500-1.

Serving Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee
with professional care and service since 1958

c Gee......

(502) 753-0414
1-800-467-BUGS

The Freedom Fest Executive
Board listened to people who said
that they wanted more food and
more music at Family Night in the
Park last year.
Freedom Fest's Family Day in the
Park '96 will feature even more
food, music and entertainment than
last year. The day's activities have
been extended also, with official
hours running from 9 a.m. until 8
p.m.
Festival Director Judy Gargus
said that surveys were taken following last year's Family Night and that
they were extremely helpful in
planning this year's day of activities.
"At the end of Family Night last
year, we did an exit poll," Gargus
said. "Most people were more than
happy to fill out a survey, and their
responses were very helpful. We
tried to really take into consideration everyone's suggestions."
Festival assistant Kasey Beckham said that the times and additions to this year's activities were
directly related to the responses the
staff received last year on the
surveys.
"We followed a lot of advice that
we received," Beckham said. "In a
way, last year was such a learning
experience for us. -We've made
provisions orImproved transportation, improved parking, and have
advertised the Family Dayschedule
of events in the newspapers and by
fliers."
"We truly expect a really big

crowd this year,and we hope everyone takes advantage of this day of
inexpensive entertainment for the
_whole family. Admission to the
park is free, and all the entertainment is free. The only things that
there are minimal charges for are the
food booths and some of the children's rides and games," Beckham
continued.
Family Day in the Park is the
"brain child" of the Freedom Fest
Executive Board, which is comprised of various members of the
community who generously volunteer their time and efforts. The
board decided that Freedom Fest
needed to add an event to the
program that would have a festival
type atmosphere, and yet be inexpensive and appeal,. to the entire
family.
"We've tried to add events and
music this year that would appeal
not only to young children, middleaged and senior adults, but to the
teenage set," Gargus said. "Abso—
lute Zero performs Top 40-type
music, chart singles and their own
originals."
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., there will
be arts and crafts in the park,along
with professional food vendors.
Also, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Kentucky Wing and Rotor will be
providing helicopter fides for a
small charge. Circle H Amusements
from Florida will be offering a wide
assortment of children's rides.

ontro
kl:THORIZED FIRM

Sentricon•
Colony Elimination System

Specializing in RA/VA and HUD
ins ion reporfs

Pesticides are safe in the hands of professionals.
mark McGee / Entomologist
c $1-: Rick &Gee / Manager
Nobody does it better, anytime,
anywhere, at any price!
MCGEE PEST CONTROL OF MURRAY, INC.
1302 North 12th Street• Murray. Kentucky

Some Republicans assisting in registering all unregistered voters at the
registration booth at Calloway County Fair. Pictured, from left, Homer
Bullard, chairman, Warren Boughton, assistant publicity chairman, Caroline Eckieberry, treasurer and historian, Adeline Betts, vice chairman,
her daughter, Deanyah Betts, and Helen Boughton, publicity chairman.
Not pictured is Vanetts Bullard.

At 1 p.m., Dune Buggy,a professional clown affiliated with the
Georgia Peanut Commission, will
begin his walkaround show, and
then at 3 p.m., he will host the
Peanut Pedal Power Tractor Pull for
children ages 3-12.There is no entry
fee for this event and all interested
children are encouraged to register
the day of the pull. Prizes in each
category will be .awarded.
Kicking off the evening at4 p.m.,
Richard Henson, who is widely
known for his broommaking demonstration titled "Brooms,13ootsie
and Me," will . perform. Henson's
brooms achieved national acclaim
by appearing on the television series
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman.
From 4 to 8 p.m., several of
Murray's fine restaurants will participte in a "Taste of Murray" during
Family Day.Seafood Express,Papa
John's, Sporty's, Simply Scrumptious Catering, Knoth's Barbeque,
and Country Crossroads will offer
some of their own unique specialties. Republic Bank will sell hot
dogs and drinks with the proceeds
going to support NeedLine. The
VFW Ladies Auxiliary Post 6291
will host a Brownie Hut.Crimestoppers will sell cookies and donuts&a
fund-raiser, and the Knights of
Columbus will sell bratwursts.
Also from 4 to 8 p.m., various
organizations and businesses from
around town will set up exhibits,
informational booths, and games.
The exhibits will inlcude such
things as the DARE car, fire trucks,
a National Guard Hum Vee, and a
fire safety house for the kids. There
will also be a child ID booth,
sponsored by the Woodmen of the
World Lodge 827, once again this
year. Various churches will host
booths for children's games.
Patriotic parents and children
usually make the YMCA/Mattel
Kids' Parade an annual event. Kids
may dress up in their patriotic best
and compete for prizes. Line up for
the Kids' Parade starts promptly at
4:30 p.m., with the actual parade
beginning at 5 p.m. on the loop in
front of the city pool.
The Humane Society of Calloway County began the Bark in the
Park last year, and this year it has
promised that this event will be even
better with more activities for the
entire family., The Bark will run
from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Courthouse
Pavilion area.,
Music will begin in earnest at
5:30p.m. with the Second_ Chance

Bluegrass Gospel Band performing
at the Schoolhouse Pavilion. Then
at6 p.m., the Spinners! Storytelling
Troupe will begin to weave their
web of stories at various spots in the
park.
At 6:30 p.m., the Murray State
University Community Summer
Band will perform several patriotic
selections under the direction of
Alan Baker, from Trigg Co. at 7
p.m.,the Night Moves Country Line
Dancers will perform,and audience
participation will be encouraged.
Also at 7 p.m., Absolute Zero, a
local pop group, will perform a free
concert for the young folks, or
maybe just the young-at-heart.
"As you can see, there are activities planned all day, and things will
really get going at4 p.m.," Beckham
said. "People should make their
plans now to come on out to the park
on July 5."
For more information about
Family Day in the Park,or any other
Freedom Fest event, contact Freedom Fest Headquarters at 502-7592199 or 800-715-5004.

Paula Reeder of Murray,is among 29
new graduates of the Southeast
Missouri Hospital College of Nursing
In Cape Girardeau. Graduation ceremonies were held June 20 for 29
students of Southeast Missouri Hospital's College of Nursing. The dos
Is the 11th group to graduate since
the Hoopla! re-instituted IM Nursing
education program In 1991. The
licensed practical nurses who just
completed rigorous requirements of
the 48-week program will now go on
to sit for state board exams, said
College of Nursing Chairpersop
Tanya Buttry, MSN, RN-C.
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July 5
/ 9 a.m. 8 p.m.
'Something for Everyone!
*Kids Tractor Pull
*Clowns
iaste of MurrayArts & Crafts
*Exhibits
*Music

•

into a great rote at Peoples First. Our k ED HOE Certificate of Deposit
will only be available July 1 through July 3, 1996, se act fast. Take off to
your nearest Peoples First location to open your RED ow CD.

Blast

Ii Peoples First
Member FDIC

Ballard Counts
(502)664-5121

Livingston County
— 502)-9M-532,W

Calloway County
(502) 753-1893
Marshall County
4502)-395-8341 -

Graves County
(502) 247-5513
McCracken County
-(.0-2)441-1200

-

• WY is accurate as of 6/23/96 and assumes interest is paid semiannually. .3 penalty will he imposed for early withdrawal. A $500
minimum balance is required to open'the account and obtain the annual percentage yield. Offer available July 1 throu0 July 3, 1996.
_

solov;A.314101.-
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*Free Concert
*Kids' Rides
*Dancing
*Mule & Wagon Rides
*Helicopter Rides
*Bark in the Park
Pet Show
*Kids' Parade
*And Much:
Much More! For more information, call 759-2199'or 800-715-5004.
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Notice

ALTERATIONS, Rutlft's
See & Sew 753-6981

Pif
\
Faith Apostok
Church of Murray
Is holding a

FIREWORKS
SALE at the church, located on Hwy. 121
North just before

Johnny Robertson
HOUSE of Clothes. now
Road Sales will be
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
day thru July
each
to 5, Nice consignment clo4th. There will also
thing $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children Jeans,
be misc. items for
sweaters, sweat shirts,
sale.
dresses ---1-3 --Miles---Ifenv
Murray on Hwy 464. Call ty
489-2243 or 753-6981.
o•

Feature Of The Week
4 Drawer

Chests
$49 ea.
Iva But Arwbodyr

PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress

nong 29
iutheast
Nursing

Downtown Murray • 753-4672

1996'MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Mcdis.are suptilement

N1 CM-

for 29
url Hos*class
sinca
Nursing
H. The
!hci lust
lents of
N go on
Is, said
rperson

1115.414114SC i

now

standarized an _10
plans and we write
All 10.
he pan A deductible
you, Or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to S736 in
1996.
For more ,infumiation
call
NIcCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
:753-4199
in thit• wide
'1400-455-4199
'oar 34th >cat a
Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.

NEED a Tutor? Exper
ienced Elementary school
teacher will tutor grades
K-6, $10/per hour Ph
759-5848.
PSYCHIC READINGS *
Mrs Anne. Tells past, present and future Advice on
all affairs of life. Palm &
Tarot card reading also
available. 767-04508. 208 S
12th, Murray.
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

1,000 WEEKLY stuffing en
velopes. Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Sept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx. 78613.
AVON- $8-$15/hr. No door
to door. No min order.
Bonuses/benefits
1-800-827-4640 Ind/sIs/
'rep
COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
$20k to $50k/yr
1 800-348-7186 x 486
DEPENDABLE babysitter
needed for 6ino old Evening shift starting July 15.
Preferably in my home, but
is negotiable. If interested
please call 502-345-2811.

Ion
Help
Wanted

Notice

Happy
"60th"
Walter
Byars

about
[y other
t Free)2-759-

050

020

EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience Free supplies, information No obligation
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to, Bucks, Dept 14
3208-C, East Colonial Dr
No 308,Orlando, Fl. 32803.
FULL time opener position
& day help Apply in person
after 2pm at Arby's, 507 N
12th No phone calls
please.

220
Sueinees
Opportunity

Ardidee
Far Sib

LOOKING for medical professionals MD s, DC's
nurses, pharmacists & all
other medical professionals, that are looking to
make serious passive income 1 800 455 6234

V 5 SHOPSMITH saw 10'
blade on stand wi cas
ters Good cond
"
verts to drat
wood
Chuck, som
or trade
chisels, s
for yard
• r trailer of
einatin
eq Ua
r), no room in
h.
Northwood Storst
Murray
in
age
502 436-5261

OWN your own business
Mina Mart near Kentucky
Lake Also included housing or collect the income
from the duplex Call Century 21, 753-1492 Ask for
Rebecca

HEAVY Equipment Opera120
tors. OPERATORS with
EXPERIENCE operating
Computers
Cranes, Excavators, Gradars, Backhoes, and Scrap- USED Computers, bough
ers needed for work in and sold Call 767-0858
Western Kentucky EXCELLENT WAGES, de140
Want
pending on experience and
ability. Please phone
To Buy
502442=5793' -or • mail- re—
ANTIQUES by the piece o
sume to P 0.Box 532, Pacollections 753-9433 day
ducah, KY 42001
or night
HIRING full time presser
ANTIQUES Entire estates
No experience required
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
Apply in person. No phone
492-8646 days 753-1418
calls. Big B Cleaners, Cenevenings
tral Shopping Center
Murray., CASH paid for good, used
shotguns, and
I'LL pay you to lose weight,
Benson Sporting
Get paid to lose up to 30Ibs tols
519 S 12th
in the next 30 days. 100% Goods
Murray
Natural, 100% Guaranteed, no exercise required
WANT to buy on Contract
Doctor recommended Call or Rent with option 3BR
502-354-9404
country home Fixer upper
LOCAL corporation seeks is fine Ph 759-1184
motivated CADS/ Engineering Technician to generate drawings, maintain
files, assist in design protects and plant engineering
Send resume to Engineering, P0 Box 1040 M, Murray, KY 42071_
POSITION open for motivated and enthusiastic individual that is serious and
ready for an outstanding
career opportunity with a
nationwide distribution outlet. Strong computer skills
are required and must have
ability to work well with the
public An associate degree is required, or at least
two years experience in the
business management
andor marketing area.
Send resume, in confidence, that includes work
references to, P.0 Box
571, Mayfield, Ky 42066

160
Articies
For Sale
12I-T Fiberglass sheets,
$3 While they last' Paschall Salvage, 4 mile from
Hazel 498-8964
13- COLOR 7V & Super
Nintendo combo, $150
759-2314
COMMERCIAL Tanning
unit, 44 bulb stand up unit,
10-15min tanning
759-4713, 9am-6pm.
MEN'S Anniversary ring,
lct total wt Appraised,
$1350, price $1000. Men's
Seiko gold nugget watch,
$50. Excellent condition.
D -901-247-5615,
N-901-6426553
NO Payment, No Interest
until Jan of 1997 Our low
79% interest on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambs Small Engine,
Industrial 41 753-2925

WATERBED, new mattress, 12 storage drawers
good condition, $150
Electric organ, good condition w/bench, $350
753-1657 after 5pm
WEIGHT set, DP Trac 20.
$150 436 2525

UPRIGHT freezer, like
new 753-3772 after
2 30pm

Ward Elkins

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

Quality Bedding & Furnishings
Friendly Service
Free Delivery & Easy Terms
Up To 36 Months Financing

753-4566

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS,NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and no we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

lisCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

)4.

TRAVEL Agent needed in
the Paducah area. Full time
position. Experience preferred. Send resume to
Lisa Brown, 3121 Parise
Dr, Paducah, KY 42003
UNIVERSITY Heights Apts
is seeking part time manager for new Complex opening soon Please call MonWed-Fri. 8.30am-1:30pm.
502-726-1459 Equal Employer Opportunity.
WAITRESSES & kitchen
help wanted Apply in person at Knoth's BBO, Hwy
641 N No phone calls
please
WANTED Block & brick
layer Call 7am- 3 30pm
502-559-8166
WANTED Helper for Carpet Installation Call
753-6459 No experience
necessary
WANTED Person to work
stock warehouse and limited assembly Price Cutter
(old Kroger bldg) Apply in
person
070
Domestic
&
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
HOME & Office cleaning
Daily, weekly, summer
cleaning Ph Valerie.
759-5021
WILL clean houses Reasonable rates References
437-406.4

Say

Howse
For Rem

BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI capable Full size keyboard
Never needs tuning, excel
lent condition $1000
753-5778

1,2,3f30 apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
pets
753 1 2 5 2
days 753-0606 after 5pm
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now Coleman
RE 753 9898

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x60, 2BR, 1 bath, ap
phances, a/c. curtains,
underpinning, elf? pole &
decks included, $7200 obo
435-4649 after 6pm •
14x70, 2BR 1 bath Located 4 miles south of Murray on wooded lot for lease
Work- 395-7922 ask for
Shane Home 362-7992 or
753-5308
1970, 12X50 MOBILE
Home (needs work), with
stove, old air conditioner,
underpinning and concrete
blocks Must be moved
$1000 Call 436-5917

University
Heights
Apartments is now accepting applications
for 1 & 2 bedroom
rental assisted apartments opening soon.
These are for families
disabled,
handicapped, senior citizens, wheelchair accessible. For more information call
502-726-1459
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
For hearing impaired
only call
1-800-247-2510.

MUR CAL Apartments now
miles west ot
accepting applications for 3BR,2 bath,9
$550/mo rent &
1, 2 and 3br apartments Murray
References rePhone 759-4984 Equal deposit
pets 489-2296
No
quired
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr

360
For Rent
Or Liam
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

NEW 2br, 2 bath Duplex
w/garage All appliances
365
with w/d, central gas h/a
For Selo
1yr lease, Imo deposit No
Or Leos
' pets, $575/mo 906 N 20th
TOBACCO barn sell or
St 753-3119
rent 32x52 489 2116
NOW taking applications leave message
for Section 8 low rent housalg., Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon . No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity.

-Don't put-it in the attic,
garage or
basement

1982 BUCCANEER,
24x56, doublewide 3BR, 2
Equal Housing Opportunity
bath central h/a, washer &
SOFA/ Loveseat set Ivory
dryer & free standiNg 2 car
pillow back Perfect condi- carport. Must be moved
New _ Priced to sell Call
Qfk
1BR, duplex w/gas heat 2BR, $295/mo plus depo$1200, asking $850. Call 753-3734 before 5pm
Rent/ deposit, $275 412 N sit 753-9826
753-2508.
5th St 759-4696
SOFA, loveseat, 2 end
EXCELLENT
12x60,
1 OR 2br apts near downtables, matching sofa table. 1983,
Zenith console color TV, 2 condition, all appliances in- town Murray 753-4109
Medical Help Wanted
recliners. All excellent con- cluded, $9,000 obo
2 BLOCKS from Campus,
Home
Health Nursing Supervisor
345-2967
dition 753-2753 after 6pm
1615 Farmer Ave. 2 or
753-2922 before 5pm.
Looking
for a mangernent change of a new
3BR,
$275/mo
plus depo1994 ATLANTIC, 16x80,
challenge? Purchase District Health Department
SIX drawer dresser, upnght shingles, vinyl All ap- sit Available now
753-4249
freezer 753 3772 after pliances, 2 decks on beaut
has an opening for a Community Health Nursing
iful rental lot. 759-9600_
2,30pm
2BR Duplex on dead-end
Supervisor who will coordinate the Home Health
street 753-0724
Branch for Calloway and Marshall Counties. This
10x20 TARPAULINS, $35 1996 16x80 BELMONT
Paschall Salvage,
Mile Roomy, 4br, 2 bath, with 2BR house near Southwest
position is based in the pleasant community of
extras Central h/a, selling
from Hazel 498-8964
Elementary, 5 acres,
Murray, KY.The supervisor will also manage staff
utility shed with home In
$395/plus deposit Availat a satellite office in Benton, KY.The successful
'A IN Blandex, *1, park $25,900 753-7340
able July 4- Also new Du$6 50/sheet. Paschall Salapplicant will coordinate a staff of individuals
plex in town, 2br, $425/plus
vage, '4 mile from Hazel.
representing various disciplines in home health
deposit. Appliances furn498-8964.
3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a,
ished 753-1266, 8-5, M-F.,
and should have skills in people management,
otherwise leave message
BLOWOUT Sale on Cul- treated wood deck & steps
communication, and scheduling. Applicants
tured Marble sinks' Over 16x80, Like new Fleetshould have a current Kentucky Registered Nurse
2BR nice Duplex, available
crowded Some as low as wood Could arrange finow, central h/a Coleman
license and rninimium of three to five years nursing
$35 Others up Paschall nancing to qualified buyer
RE 753-9898
experience based on education. One to two years of
Salvage, 4 mile twin Call 759-411/, /59-9187 or
742-4435.
Hazel 498-8964
experience in a community health setting prefer2BR
red, by may be waived for an applicant with
MUS[Sell' 86 Clayton mo1qn
RENTED
•
bile home, 14x70, 3br, 2
experience
in nursing managrnent or administraFarm
bath. New 3 ton heat & air
tion.
Use
of
a personal vehicle is required, with
Equipment
Excellent shape Most be HAZEL Apts has available
mileage reimbursement.
handbe
62,
Must
2br
apt
moved.
Partially
furnished
RED Belly Ford tr
icapped, on disabled Rent
901 232-8361, Stacy
good condition,
This is a management position and beginhing
based on income Equal
map! over
salary
will be based on training and experience,
Housing Opportunity
ceipts h
w box
2An
-800-247-2510,
however
the minimium bi-weekly salary would be
TDD*1
blade
6' Used
Mobile
527-8574 or 492-8721
$1053.00. There will be a 5% to 10% increase
bu
2 yrs,
pond
HOMM For Rent
d, have no need
during the first year of employment. The position
HILLDALE Apts now taking
New rear tires 2BR trailer, no pets
&
3br
for
1,2,
applications
is under the KY Local Health Dept. Merit System
753-9866
50 -436-5261
apts. Handicap accessible:
and will enjoy all the benefits of that system.There
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
will be generous fringe benefits with eleven plus
200
central h/a Edge of city
Monday-Friday, 7 30-3 30
holidays
per year. Work days are seven and one
Sports
limits 753-5209
Equal Housing Opportunhalf hours, and most working hours will be
EquiPmsfe
ity 437-4113 TDD
2*5
1-800-545-1833 X287
Monday through Friday. We maintain a pleasant
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
Mobite
436-5650
working atmosphere.
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath DuHome Lots For Rem
plex
Appliances
furnished,
HANDGUNS, Rifles, ShotApplications may be secured at any
wid hookup, $475/mo lyr
guns Quality Leather Hol- NEAR Hazel. Includes
Health
Center, or at the Purchase District
water,
lawn.
trash,
lease, 1 mo deposit No
sters Ammos & Access
$100/mo. 492-8488
pets 753-2905, 753-7536.
Administrative Office, 320 North 7th
BHB Firearms 436-2980
Home

MP Wood Products

Wiggins Furniture
Store

340

Musical

160

POSITIONS now available
at Shoney s of Murray Day
DETECTIVE Private Private Investigator Trainees' cook, night cook, MIT, and
day salad bar attendant.
Good
Wages
Apply in person
RIDING mowers, push
502-329-1517
mowers tillers 753-8292
SALAD
bar
prep
&
atten
753-1713
dent needed
Mostly
SEE us for your barn or roof
weekends and night shift
metal Cut to length
Apply at Seven Seas ReCover's 36 inches, many
staurant, Wed Sat, becolors Economy Meal &
tween 4pm & 5pm No
Supply Co 4.89-2722
phone calls please Ask for
- SHARP 7200 plain paper
Paul
copier, reduces/ enlarges
We offer all your tobacco
SOUTHERN Sheet Metal is
$800 753-6069 leave
taking applications for qualmessage
firing wood needs.
SKI MACHINE Call after 6
ified installers & laborers
SOUND
Design stereo w/ 759-9839
Just Ca//
Call 713-1404, Mon- Fri,
cabinet, $150 Cosco high
8-4,
chair, $25 Toddler bed w/
210
SUBWAY is now looking for
mattress, $40 DP Weight
Order Early
an enthusiastic and hardbench, $20 Easy Glider,
Firewood
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James
working mature person to
$20 492-6183 after 530
be trained for position of
A FIREWOOD for sale
TIE Slabs for sale
manager. Please mail re437-4667
$4
/bundle
Call
sume to 508 N 12th, Mur
FIREWOOD 436-2562
901-586-4450
ray, KY 42071
New & Used
Large Inventory

320

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifiedsl

Experienced salesperson for a well established, local telemarketing company. Excellent benefit package which includes medical,
401K etc. Outstanding pay package for a
dynamic, motivated individual. Good hours,
good working conditions in a friendly environment.

Please send resume to P.O. Box
1040R, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Application held in the
strictest confidence.

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ASSOCIATION

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

REDUCED' Large country
lot, water furnished
200d
meter pole, 7 miles
from Murray Call 436-5867
leave message

Street, Mayfield, KY. Questions about the
KENTUCY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older. or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888

position may be directed to Jeanette Berry
MSN's at 502-444-9625. Applications
will be accepted until the position is filled.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

641 STORAGE available,
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25.
Visa & Mastercard accepted 753 5585
650 SO FT near Courtsquare at 500 Maple St in
Murray Call 753-8964
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84. Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's., best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621
WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft
14 blocks off Courtsquare
in Murray, Ky at 602 B
Maple St Call 753-8964

An Equal Opportunity Employer - KF/D/V

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

Position Opening for:
ASSOCIATE ACCOUNTANT
*Associate Degree in business, accounting,
finance or related field OR
"Three years accounting experience with one year
computer experience required
•Position located in Mayfield, Kentucky
*Salary commensurate with education and
experience
Applic.tations will be taken-on the followingdaysatthe following location:
Friday. June 28 through. Friday, July 5 at the
Employment Services Office at 319 S. 7th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
EE0C-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

753-1916

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS

DEADLINES

Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6.00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 810 p.m.-6:00 a m: on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $884 Full benefits are available after a short_ waiting period.
if you have what it takes to work with the world's best tdtkakers please

Deadlines are 2 days ha
advance!
ADJUgTIvIENTS
Ad +femora
are
requested to check the first
insert-low of their ads for
any error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
.6I.(or
for °sly one hiccup.
red insertion. Any error
should be reported loowadiatrty •• earredices
Can be wade.

contact.

Murray Employn4ent Agency
201 South 12th St.
.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150'
An Equal Opportunity Employer - 1.4/F/DN
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190
Umtata
& Supplies

8YR Old Quarterhorse
Gelding small horse $850
437 4436

•

BEAUTIFUL new construe
ton 1
miles north of
Murray in established sal>
division 3br 2 baths large
REGISTERED Gelbvieh
front porch & rear deck
Bull 3yrs Bought at MSU
attached garage City gas &
Bull Test sale EPO s avail
water, Oak cabinetry large
able Good producer
kitchen & dining 100T and
436 2858
lots of closet space
WHEAT straw, $1 'bale in 436 5362 436 5437 or
759-4567
held 753-0877
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ACFA Himalayan kittens
ous and professional
Champion. bloodline 1
agents at 753-1222 or stop
male 3 female, Blue Torte
by office at 711 Main St
and Red $300 obo
'53 8640 leave message WHY wonder about selling
your Real Estate at auc
ADORABLE Toy Red Poo
bon'? Call Wilson Real Es
die puppies Excellent pet tate
at 753-5086
stock First shots. $200.ea
762-4798 or 753 6749
115
AKC Chocolate Lab pup
Lake
pies, excellent stock. born
Property
May 10th, $200/ea
BEACH site two level, 4br,
354-6945
3 bath by lake. Waterfront,
AK_C St Bernard pups, pa- fine master suite, custom
rents
on
site kitchen, roofed patio, dock
502-345-2144.
privileges. Just currently reDOG obedience &suitor modeled. Glorious' water
views from both levels Call
private Serving Murray 14
Century 21, 753-1492 Ask
years 436-2858
for James. •
GERMAN
SHORT
H/ORED puppies, AKC,
great. hunters/pets, white
Shots/wormed. $200502-885-7001
1 MILE FROM MURRAY
8-4 Aires, commercial or
residential on Hwy 94E -&
Knight Rd, city water
Purchase all or choose -lot
size. Priced to sell.
753-3734 or 759-4851 before 5pm.

5 10
Used
Care

BEAUTIFULLY restored
home with all 20th century
amenities Outstanding detail work and features
17x17 Master bath 16x6
office 9x9 butter pantry, 2
sun decks Attractive eater
Of, even more impressive
interior Call Century 21
753-1492 Ask for Ed
BY Owner,Reduced
$95,500 Country Farm
-house 4br. 2+ bath, studio
new central heat & air. 2
acres Owner, Agent
489-2207
COUNTRY setting, 3br, 1
bath. garage, 1 acre No
down payment! Mid 40's
Call Edwina 759-2001
Grey's Properties
CUSTOM built home Martin Heights, 3br, 2/1 baths
All amenities to make living
and entertaining oasy. Call
753-3903 for appointment
DUPLEX 3d,2 bath & double carport 753-7947
FIRST time on the market
3BR, 2 bath, kitchen with
lots of cabinets & built in
desk & dining area Extra
large family room with fireplace & gas toga. Sunroom
opening to deck, ceiling
fans, new natural gas heat
& air Landscaped & extra
lot available. Call
753-5121

'93 TOYOTA Celica, sun
roof, extra clean, 30xxx
miles, 1 owner Call
759 4583 after 3pm

EASTSIDE

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
Ing o hedge trimming, landscaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading,,guner
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

119 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

BMW. 1992 525 IA, lather,
auto, sunroof, like new
NADA $22,925 436 5365

Gary Crass
Owner
1983 CHEVY Conversion
Van. raised roof, Olt, cruise,
windows & locks, front &
rear air New tires, shocks,
brakes Vacation ready
759-9665
'91 FORD Aerostar XLT,
extended Om, pi, cruise,
rear wiper, 82xxx miles
Must sell, $8250 Ask for
Shonda 502-382-2303
'94 AAAZDA MPV V6, sun
roof, 30xxx miles
901-498-8818
'95 ASTRO, red, pis, p/b,
pAv, $14,250 435-4301

•

itigiLts

iCARPET &FLOOR'COVERINZ
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jm-t Knight Sales & Installation Toni Ta•cr Re Murray
Jay Knight
Mich Knight
knight.*
Hwy 611 - IV: Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

i

.

753-7728

500
Used
Trucks
1977 FORD F700, dump
truck, 120xxx miles (40xxx
on 391 engine), Sep. tubeless radials, trailer brakes,
25, 500 GVM (no CDL required), $6500 759-1515

,
SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Let one call do it all for industnal, cortunerci4 or.
residential. Also new construction roofs. even fann
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdcnim.
We are licensed lie Murray,boaded and iirntr•111.
All employees are covered under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway
-Wir— are ready to serve you!

1978 DODGE pickup
437-4949.
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
bath. 2 story, 41004 sq ft. 1983 NISSAN pickup runs
Lots of extras, Walnut ca- good, dependable
binets, Conan' baths, 489-2864
Sumner Roofing Co', Cadiz,
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
1-800-270-0479
1990
MAZDA
82200
p.0
or 502-235-5979(.1.0
system, large game room,
study
753-5940, 48xxx miles, new tires.
435-4593.
436-5946.
82 DODGE, 318 auto,
2 LOTS with 24'x30' gar- • GREAT Location- 2 mi722 Third St
age, & electric service, lo- nutes from town, recently $900 Torch set, $170
767-0514 before 230 or
Hazel, Ky.
cated in Preston Heights, redecorated 2br home, Ig
500 feet from city limits All covered deck with hot tub, after 5:30,
FM. & Sat.
underground city utilities. finished 24x30 garage with 19 CHEVY pickup, 4x4,
July 5 & 6
824,900' 753-2339
carport. Good starter with topper R
Electronics,
tools,
3
HUGE
corner
lots
in Pre- home. 753-5102/
baby items, gas gnu,
742-9744.
$6
ston
Heights,
500
feet
from
50.2-4.36-5744
blue jars, crafts,
city limits. All underground -NEW ON'THE MARKET- '91 SILVERADO, red/ red,
11.-1300-548-5.26.2
()tants, exercise bike. city utilities., 753-2339.
Light and airy brick, vaulted
power w4, 350. Well kept,
LICENSED & LNSURED
Free
Tree Trimming
piants, jewelry, guilt,
24 lir SerVIC•
Tree Removal
• SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi- ceilings, crown moldings, 87xxx Mlles. 753-7976.
free stuff.
private master suite, pro
(
'8, °WWI'S
Gutter Cleaning & °vine
Stiunp Removal
vision, ready to build
'95
CHEVY
5-10
ZR2
Mulch Hauling
EA
Cleanup Service
yardficape,. trees, quiet
753-3167
Landscaping
street 3BR 2 bath, nice PACKAGE. Ext cab, black,
iiNi LIMB
Lighr
Hauling' Etc
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
new wheels: 21xxx miles.
area to walk. Call Century
-Qualttv Scrvice
Tree Spraying
Equipment
condition,
Good
$18,500
21, 753-1492 ask for
Call 759-5661 after 6pm,or
Barbara.
leave message.
Wed, & Thurs.
NEW on Market 3br, 1'4
ACREAGE for sale 1-A fo
Everyttkng marked
bath brick ranch*. Excellent
275A Owner financing
condition, privacy fence, •
tow to go'
502-7594713 gam-5Pm
good neighborhood
7 a.111. - ?
753-5958
460
Homes/
SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi- 1977 SOUTHWIND Motor
Corner of 1st &
For UN
vision, 4br plus 3 baths, home 25FT long, self- con3rd St. Alm°
less than 1yr old. 753-3167 tained, generator, roof air,
2BR, 1 bath vinyl home in
stove, refrigerator, sleeps 6
lurriNure, clothes, odds
town, city utilities, central VICTORIAN farmhouse, to 8 people Ph 753-9137 if
and ends, etc.
gas heat. Asking $145,900 / new ,construction on 23 no answer leave message
canceiied if rain
753-681.2---after 5:30.
acrea. •2000sq ft, 3br,
'97- 32FT Vagobond, self2I3R,'2 bath, 1.68 acres of baths, Gourmet kitchen, contained, central air, big
(most cars & ,ivrit.trucks;
queensize bed. Many
land, fenced, back yard, 2 ceramic tile in kitchen and
bathrooms.
Fireplace,
wrap
1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066
car garage, full basement,
extras including washer &
FRED'S
large screened porch. Just around " porch with dining dryer. Asking $14,500
HONIECRAFT
outside city limits off Wis- area, plenty of closet 436-5811. •
SHAKER STYLE
well Rd on King Dr Priced space. Secluded location
FURNITURE
in the 60's. Call for appoint- only 8 miles east of Murray. LARGE pop-up camper,
18 Acres of lush pasture, sleeps six adults.stove, ref,
ment, 753-4053 after5.
Special Prices
perfect for horses or cattle. air. New canvas, new
Closeouts
28R home, aPprox 4 miles Beautiful views. A real tubes. 753-9440
from town on 1 3 acres. dream house. Asking in the
1406 W. Malin
Recently redecorated
150's Call 759-2310.
520
(Univ. Tire) Great neighborhood •Please leave -message.
Boats
Thum, July 4th
759-9695
Wore
&
WHISPERING Meadows
8:00 - $:00
Will Build To Your_Spqcifications!
2- STORY brick,
224
-new--ebriStr: 15FT fiberglass Cherokee
•
Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
bath* Quality construction, 3br, 2-bath; 1400sq ft w/ boat w/trailer. Rigged for
Phone
•
Office
Furniture & Entertainment Centers
$194,000
759-2571,
obo
attached
2
fishing,..50hp
Johncar garage, crappie
for special showing
•,Solid Surface Counter Tops
435-4040, 435-4013
gourmet kitchen 'Must see. son motor w/tilt. 16FT
2y1;1 Old home. Open plan, Please call Edwina at Alumnacraft, V-bottom w/
630 N. 411.1 Si- (Neat to Lasatter Master) • Murray
'cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 759-2001, _Grey's trailer, 25hp Johnson moA DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.
tor. 14FT fiberglass boat,
bath, front porch, quality Properties
Wailer, 40hp Johnson moconstruction Ph 759-2571.
170
tor. All rigged & ready to go
2YR Old home 3BR, 2
Several small Johnson &
Evinrude motors Guaran178 ACRES, $46,000' baths: 2 car garage, large
corner lot Lots of extras,
teed service on boats, moLynn Grove area
$110,000 firm. Call for ap- 1986 YAMAHA Jog, good tors, pontoons. Wayne Dar435-4645
pointment Serious buyers condition, $500 obo. nell Marine, Corner iti 121 1
Contractor or Home Builders
753-0446.
FISHERMENS Retreat' only, please. 753-4761
So &.280. 436-5464.
2BR mobile home, plus
3BR, 14 bath brick home, 1993 BLASTER,4 wheeler, 1981 VIP, 15ft boat, 80hp
12x20 boat storage si17(4-) acres, barn and good condition. Call 'Mercury, $1200 obo
tuated on lovely wooded
Licensed Master Plumber
shop
Almo Heights area 753-8666 or 753-6433.
436-2525.
tract of land A short walk to
Free Estimates
753-1793
753-3005
or
after
lake Fresh on the market,
1984' MARK Twain runab
1910
New Construction - Repair asking $18,500 Call Betty 5pm
out w/Mercruiser, 3.01 moWater Heater Replacement
at Kopperud Realty, 3BR. 1 bath house On large
tor, $4000. 488-2050.
753-1222 & make offer' shady lot, located on 121
1988, 20R Dodge Aries, 1985 SEARAY, 270 SunMLSI3000643
-'
So Appliances. included
Call after 5pin, 753-7232 a/t, a/c. 40K. Extra nice, dancer,$30.000. 753-9562
or 753-4301
$2500 Has etc leak
HALEY Appraisals Bob
3BR, 2 baths on 3 acres, D.- 90 1 - 6 4 2 - 56 1 5,
Haley,. state certified
1994 YAMAHA Wave BlasSouthwest of town Mid N-901-247-5553
759-4218
ter, custom paint ibb with
70's 492-8604
trailer. $5100 753-8490 af1989 DAYTONA, red, Sep
4 OR 5BR, 2 bat% brick with bra, rear sigishade, ter 6pm
home, 1 35 acre lot on Do- sunroof, 69K miles. Asking
1996 DONZI 275 LXC
ran Road, $139,000 $3500 753-3435.
(29'3' overall) midberth
753-4547 or 753-2833
cruisers, loaded, 20K in op1991 FORD. Temp
. o GL, bons, Reg. $59,990,
Now
white, 4cyl, auto, excellent $49,990
BEAR CREEK
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
condition, 84200
BOAT
WERKS
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
-759-3139.
800-354-9501
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
1991 MITSUBISHI Mirage, 24FT Pontoon boat
'89
auto, p/s, a/c, seats 5, eco- model boat & motor Call
Phone: 753-6910
Building cjuality homes at an afnomic, good condition, after 6, 759-9839
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
78xxx .miles, $3600
fcrdable price. Free floor plan con36FT Gibson,. newly redesulting and building estimates.
corated,'440'CArysler en1992 EAGLE Talon, 5sp, gine, $16,300.
753-9826
We make a difference by being different!
metallic blue, 85xxx
$7,700 623-8266 after
'96 KAWASAKI 750 Jet Ski.
Call today and see why your home should
5Prfl
Less than 15hrs ride time,
PRESTIGE!!
built
be
with
$7,000. Cal 395-5032, ask
15 LOADED Mazda
for Jeff or leave message.
CUSTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
dnves good, wrecked front
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
CELEBRITY
Boats.
end,sells with RX7for pans
All Type. Of:
to fix. Will dean up nice, 111'-31', most in stock now
Custom Woodworking
$1600 for both. 435-4319. and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
REDUCED ,'86 FORD CREEK BOAT WERKS.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Taurus Stationwagon,, 600-354-9501
• Drop by and see our showroom
windows,
power
loaded,
Been Turned Down Before?
lag SUNEibgY 1.4HRiAsY
PONTOON BOATS 1,40
(B•hirai •4$1011810•10
steering
spats,
Lumbar
Bad Credit • No Credit
control, 1995 remains at dealers
---n
dishio
cruise
_New,
„„001111N.‘
seater seats
24FT, 96's also in • 1• 11\
stock
BEAR CREEK
77xxx miles. Prow $3500WERKS.
Cal 753-0731
)
800
800-354-9501.
.61100dNO GREDIT -erigine has been over- 11GtxbKARK personal
APPLICATION REFUSED:
hauled. $2000' obo. watercraft, limited 1995s
INSTANT CREDIT
available at huge dis436-2763
counts BEAR CREEK
AVAILABLE!
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
89 GRAND Am, $2900 BOAT
WERKS
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday
435-4537
•
800-354-9501.

KY

Big Yard Sale

mb Brothers

Tree Service

Estimates

Yard Sale

N._

MURRAY BP

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
$11399

40e.

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING

7594675

.

502-759-9672

Nimiumm I I

ATTENTION

ICToksey's

Plumbing

Phone 436-2667 I
III IN
I

HALEY'S
:;.ugt,Puck

Classified

!Rental and Sales

Prestige Homes

753-5628--- Fax (502) 753-5494

•

•-•••

530

Son
Ottond

SOMCOO
Offered

•— —

Classifieds-1
I_Office Open

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming_
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb
436-5791
436-2528
ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters tree work
Free estimates Joe Lamb
436-2867

CUSTOM tilling grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll owner
502-492 6159

PAINTING, interior, exterior Roofing, home repairs
Free estimates 436-5032,
anytime

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. -Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways, PLUMBING Repair. All
parking lots, all exterior types plumbing repair.
cleaning, acid cleaning Reasonable rates,
available David Borders, 502-437-4545.
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734 PLUMBING
repairs, fast
Cellular 502-853-1108
service 436-5255
DRYWALL, finishing, re- ROOFING
and panting, inpairs additions and blow- tend, exterior,
etc 25yrs
ing ceilings 753-4761
experience 10% Discount'
senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107.
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
vinyl underpining, lifetime home hookup, new conwarranty, tan, beige, white, struction, rewtring, trouble
shooting & repairs. Free
grey. 492-8488.
estimates, fast service Call
HANDYWORK/odd jobs anytime
Murray,
wanted. No iob too small 762-0001
Just give us a call.
759-1184.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, dOeways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AOIC KITCHEN CABINET REcertified 489-2214
FACING. Make your old
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- new again with Formica All
niture repair & custom colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
woodworkino, 753-8056.
KY. 436-5560.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, LAMB Brother Horne' ImWhirlpool. 30+ years ex- provements, remodeling,
perience. BOBBY additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
HOPPER, 436-5848.
APPLIANCE FIEPAl_13,§_: LAMB'S Painting and ConFail* fralnedb3 inapor tractors No job too large or
Residentialmanufacturers All work small
and parts warranted. Ask Sandblasting- Spray Paintfor Andy at The Appliance ing 1-800-636-5262.
Works, 753-2455.
BACKHOE SERVICE. LAWN mowing and trimBRENT ALLEN septic tank ming. 759-9620.
installation, repair, replace- • LEWIS EXTERIOR
ment. 759-1515
CLEANING. House, moBACKHOE Service - ROY bile homes, brick & vinyl.
HILL. Septic system, drive- Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
ways, hauling, foundations, Free estimates. 753-6490
etc. 759-4664.
LICENSED for electric and
BOB'S Plumbing Service. gas 753-7203
All work guaranteed Free MULCH,delivered. Murray
estimates 753-1134
436-5560.
BUSHHOGGING, finish OWENS Corning, 20yr
mowing & trimming, garden guarantee shingles. New
and yard tilling 492-8530. roof, reroof, tear offs. NorBUSHHOGGING, Grader ton Construction, Buchablade work (driveways, nan, TN 901-644-9948
yards etc) Yard mowing &
trimming Free estimates CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Call Gary 753-0912
Hauling Free estimates.
CARPET Cleaning Special. Luke Lamb, 436-5950
$25.00 a Standard size
room. Free Scotchguarding COUNTERTOPS, custom.
and Deordizing. 436-2654. Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
CARPORTS for cars and 436-5560.
trucks. Special sizes for
'motor home, boats, RVs CUSTOM BUILT wooden
and etc Excellent protec- decks & fencing. Excellent
tion, high quality, excellent workmanship. Affordable
value Roy Hill 759-4664. rates. 753-7860.
CAR, truck, boat cleanup.
Wash, wax, polish, detail.
Reasonable rates.
753-8463.

PAINTER Call 753-7848
for more information

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co
753-6433.

ti

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
73-5484,
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.
T.L.C. Mobile Car Wash &
Wax. We come to you! Call
Rick & Sherri Wilson for
details. 753-3557.
WALLPAPER -Hanging.
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience, FREE
Estimates, James McFarlane. 759-9750.

WALTER'S Contracdng,
G•raid Visitors, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs expenence, free esti:
mates. 753-2592.
WELDING: Portable,
stickes, MIG, heli-arc, brazing. Mild steele, stainless,
aluminum and cast iron.
Call David at 436-5638
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl). 759-1799.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5
Free estimates Visa.,MC
accepted. 753-0530

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm, FREE kittens, dewormed,
house trained 436-2510
Horace Sholar

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,JULY 3,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of -birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99_
centsamute,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE seat. Traveling in influential social
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A circles wina you valuable support.
rewarding home life is more imporVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 2.2): Go
tant than ever. Meet your mate forward even'if you still have some
halfway. Coninnunication between doubts. They should evaporate -by
relatives will improve following a nightfall! Research and experimenfall reunion.,A co-worker may be tation provide enlightenment; A fitenvious of your rapport with higher
:
- ness prograiii begun today, will
ups. (Let this, person know that a bring quick results. Invite loved one
consistently good performance is the to join you.
key to job security.) Be willing to
-LIBRA (Sept: 23-Oct. 22):
consider a move in 1997 if it will Tremendous progress is possible if
help your career. Teen-agers deserve co-workers lend a helping hand.
:
special consideration if asked to News from afar bodes well for your
leave their school and friends. Be- private life. Rewards for a past kindsympathetic to their concerns.
ness come from someone who you
CELEBRITIES BORN ON thought did not care.
THIS DAY: actor Tom Cruise, talk
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
show host Monte! Williams, jazz Play the waiting game. Opportunity
musician Pete Fountain, authof Amy will knock when a business as.sociWallace.
ate goes on vacation. Displaying
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): your know-how prompts others to
Keep a level head in business and back your plans.
financial matters. Your "can-do"
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
attitude wins'you a legion of admir- 21 ):Short business trips could put
'ers. Good news gives you a strong you in the path of new wealth. Folplatform to stand on.
low up an introduction with a letter
TAURUS (April 20-,May 20): or invitation. Your ability to bring
Teamwork helps bring a project in peorile together to achieve a comon time and under budget. Shortcuts mon purpose, wins you praise,
will not work. Family members
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
could be in a touchy moOtt tcmight% 19): Thank your lucky stars! Things
Let your caring nature prevail.
are going your way- where -your
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): career is concerned. Professionalism
You can expect phenomenal feed- and a reputation- for -integrity help
back from friends or satisfied clients, • you land new business.
overseas. Make sure your passport is
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
up to date. Take along your mate or Good luck comes when you follow
partner if you must make a spur-of- through on a hunch. Bold moves
the-moment trip.
advance a key objective. Take
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): detailed notes during group discusPersistence and a methodical sions. A one-on-one evening builds
approach.propels you across the fin- an emotional bond with someone
ish line at work. Discussing a irew.
.
favorite concept with co-workers
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
promotes cooperation.
You may be pulled in two directions
LEO (July.23-Aug. 22): Heeding at onç. time. Steering a middle,
your intuition will help you pull off colirse will be difficult. Exercise tact
a professional coup„ Backstage
with both business associates and
maneuvers put you in the power family Members.
_

••••

9

TODAY'S CHILDREN love to chronicle the special events in their
lives. Before they are old enough tO write down their adventures, they will
draw pictu4s of them. Encourage this Cancerian talent for self-expression.
Born people-Watchers. they -have a knack for describing human frailties and
quirks. Their skill at asking on-target qnstions
.
makcs awn good caw:Woes —I...
for a Career in Idw or criminal:investigation. Respect for family and tradition
makes them hang on to etven those heirlooms they

Let our community work for you
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753-7848
ion.

Tea years ago
Doug McKinney of calloway
County won four first place hon:Ai in Dairy Cattle Judging during statewide competition at 4-H
Club Week at University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Calloway County Court Clerk
Ann Wilson was among the 346
clerks and deputies from around
the state who attended the Summer Circuit Court Clerks' conference at Lexington, June 11-13.
Births reported include a boy
to Gary and Jo Ann Math4, June
24; a boy to Vicki and James
Beauvais, June 27; a girl to Toni
and Danny Brockwell, June 28; a
boy to Marcus and Stephen Harper, June 29.
Twenty years ago
Gale Broach has been chosen
as Miss Kentucky County Fair
Queen. She has been traveling
throughout the state this summer.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Wayne Williams in his column,
"GarroU's Galley."
Pictured are 17 members 9f
fifth and sixth grades of Calloway County at Camp Currie, conservation camp on Kentucky
Lake.
Deborah L. Hanson and Thomas M. Smith were married May
29 at Antioch Church of Christ.
&kiln reported include a hoyto Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth B. Barrett, June 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Jackson, June 7; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Jewell Dick, June 21; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Rayburn,
June 22.
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Thirty years ago
Today is Tuesday, July 2, the 184th day cif 1996. There are 182
Roy Stewart, athletic director days left in the year.
and coach at Murray State UniHighlight
Today's
in
History:
versity for the past 35 years,
On July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress passed a resolution sayretired July 1. He was honored at ing that "these United Colonies are, and of right, ought to
be, Free
a dinner by the Murray Thor- and Independent States."
obred Club and presented a set of
On this date:
golf clubs.
In 1566, the French astrologer, physician and prophet Nostradamus
New officers of Calloway died in
Salon, France.
County Chapter of American Red
In 1881, President Garfield was.shot by Charles J. Guite,au at the
Cross are James C. Williams, Washington
D.C. railroad station; Garfield died the following
Lester Nanny, Mrs. Morrison September.
Galloway and Charles E. Hale.
In 1890. Congress passed the Sherman Antitrust Act.
Catalino Catalan, native of
In 1892, the Populist Party (also known as the People's Party)
Philippines, spoke about "The opened
its first national convention, in Omaha, Nebraska.
Pilippines and Over 400 Years of
In 1894, the federal government issued an injunction against strikChristianity" at a meeting- of ing railroad workers.
Women's Association of College
In 1926, the United States Army Air Corps was created.
Presbyterian Church. Mrs. Jesse
In 1937, aviator Amelia Earhart and navigator Fred Noonan disapJohnson is president of the peared over the Pacific Ocean while attempting
to make the first
association.
round-the-world
at
flight
the
equator.
Forty years ago
In 1955, ."The Lawrence Welk Show" premiered on ABC
Prof. A.M. Wolfson of Murray
television.
State College has received a grant
In 1961, author Ernest Hemingway shot himself to death at his
to attena a summer institute at
home
in Ketchum, Idaho. .•
Cornell University, Ithach, N.Y.,
1964,
In
President Johnson signed into law a sweeping civil rights
July 2 to Aug. 11. This was from
passed
bill
by Congress.
the National Science Institute.
In
the
1976,
Supreme Court ruled the death penalty was not inheThe Rev. rackie Geuria_was
rently
Unusual.
cruel
or
ordained to the gospel ministry at
1984, former Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko died in
In
Elm Grove Baptist Church June
Moscow at age 79.
30. He has been called as pastor
In 1990, more than 1,400 Muslim pilgrims were killed in a stamof Kelly Baptist Church,
inside a pedestrian tunnel leading to Mecca in Saudi Arabia.
pede
Hopkinsville.
In 1994, a USAir DC-9 crashed in poor weather at CharlotteRecent births reported at MurDouglas Intemitional Airport in North Carolina, killing 37 of the 57
ray. Hospital include a girl to Mr.
•
Mrs. _Noble- Paschall and a-----Pe°Ple abc'ard•
Ten years ago:-Rtilitiin
r a pair-OrCises,-the U.S. Supreme Court
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Owen E.
upheld affirmative action as a remedy for past job discrimination.
Roseberry.
'
Five years ago: A European Community-brokered truce between
Virginia Crawford of CincinYugoslavia and the breakaway republic of Sloyenia was shattered as
nati, Ohio, is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. the federal army battled Slovene militias. Actress Lee Remick died in
•
Crawford, West Main Street, Los Angeles at age 55.
Murray.

DAILY COMICS

itracting,
, owner.
)ainting,
roofing,
free esti-

repairing
rs, micro- '
1-12, 1-5.
Visa/MC

wormed,
16-2510

DEAR-g2.L.: Your question
was not addressed in any of the
etiquette books I consulted;
however, I do not think you
committed a breach of etiquette. Because your RSVP
indicated that two individuals
would attend the dinner and
your daughter is.an adult, your
hosts did not have to make any
adjustments in order to aecontmodate her. A further courtesy
would have been to telephone
the hosts if they were reachable) and let them know y-our
change in plans.
•
••

DEAR ABBY: Several weeks ago
at work, while on our coffee break.
"Sarah' mentioned to Me and three
other women that her .nephew had
published i book of poems in some
kind of fancy script -writing. The
nephew was asking $15. for the
book.Sarah said she ktleW Ws• CI suit I
all afford it. I told her lust ‘a
-

Faith, Hope and Charity
OBVIOUSLY THEY'VE NEVER
SEEN ONE OF THE PIZZAS YOU
ORDER!

I replace)
-1799

DEAR ABBY My husband and I
were recently invited to a wedding.
and we promptly returned ,aair
RSVP indicating we would be
attending the wedding and dinnyr.
At the last minute. my husband
found out he would not he able to
make it to the - dinner. Sinci: I - did
not feel comfortable going alone.
and knowing that two meals had
been paid for, I brought my 24-yoarold daughter in his place,,Our
friends who were. hosting the reception were-most gracious about it.
My daughterleft-shor I after-themeal when my husband arrivi.d.
Was thi4 proper etiquette? I'm
sure other families.have found
themselves in similar situations.
('-I-, MINNEAPOLIS

CONTRACI BRIDGE

BLONDIE

Drtable,
arc, brazstainless,
ash iron.
5-5638.

interested in poetry and, knew it
would end up cluttering my home.
Later, Sarah came by mydesk
and.loudly -informed me that when I
didn't Puithase the book, the other
three women also turned it down.
She. said that because we were such
good friends. I should have purchased it "just to be nice," and she
would have done as much for me.
NIA% she's no longer speaking to me.
WAS I obligated to buy the book,
even though I didn't want 10 What
are your though& on this, Abby?
r4ET1CJUSTICE,'PLEASE
DEAR POETIC JUS1
(ICE:
Sarah was taking advantage of
all of you. You were under no
obligation to purchase the book,
and neither were your co-workers. Many emplpyers have policies against irneroffice soliciting to protect employees from
such awkward situations.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I can't think of a
better ‘, ay to get the word out to
the various .radio stations across
America than to write l letter to
ou and have you publish it.
\aould be most grateful if you
‘a unit! alert, them to the fact, that
their'call letters mefin absolutely
nothing to travelers on their way
•through their. listening area. My
husband and I travel a lot, and
hile crossing the United States,
we often turn on the radio to. get
weather forecasts.. When the radio
stations don't identify which city
the.% are broadcasting from.. we
110Ve. no idea whether they are in
the vicinity ot• in another state._
1 suggest that all radio Person-pet. when giving Out their call letters. also indicate the city from
which they are broadcasting. Thank
Abby.
J• EANETTE WATSON.
•
AUBURN,.N.H.

-

DEAR JEANETTE WATSON:

It was therefore up to East•totry Thanks for an excellent suggestion. Vacationers traveling by
to defeat the contract singleautomobile will bless you.
handadly, since he could not count
on his partner to contribute anything to the defense. Passive de:
a
fense-winning the heart with the
ace and returning a 'heart - ohyiously wouldn't do the job, since declarer would force out the ace of By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
(1:0
141' PA 1,
diamonds and score ten tricks conM)._ -••••••
sisting offourdiamonds,three hearts • DEAR DR. GOTT: About a year ago
and three spades.
..
you ran a column on the symptoms of
Accordingly, East adopted the prostate cancer. Since I had similar,
CATHY
only method of defense that offered symptoms. I saw my doctor and found
a chance to sink the contract. He. I had an elevated PSA reading. There
LENtTH
AND &US! 1 SEE? THE BLOCKS CAN -iC
LOOK,
MRS.-PO1'ATO 'HEAD WILL
SOME DREAM Of A
1 si
took the heart ace at trick one and -was a hard spot on one side of my
I 60T ALL THESE NEW
REUNITED WITH THE BLOCKS
HAVE ALL HER ARMS, FEET, I FAMILY REUNION. I DREAM
+J9
returned the club queen at trick two prostate that ultimately revealed canF'LASTIC, STORAH BOXES SO
...THE BEADS WITH THE
LIPS AND EVES TOETETHER
OF A TOY REUNION.
The
bidding:
This combination of plays had cer cells. I had the gland removed the
FARM
CAN
THE
PUT
WE
ALL
BEADS...THE TRAIN PARTS
IN ONE PLACE- FOR THE
South West ' North East
the desired effect. Since South had cancer had not yet reached the lymphf
ANIMALS BACK WITH ALL THE. WITH THE TRAIN...THE PUZZLE
FIRST TIME IN 4EARS!
1 NT
Pass
I
3 NT Pass
precisely What East was hoping,for glands, and there is no evidence of a
OTHER FARM ANIMALS...
PIECES WITH THE PUZZLES...
•
Opening lead-ten of hearts.
- the doubleion jack of clubs - need for future treatment. I really owe
declarer now had no way to score my thanks to you for this column. Fm
Many plays in bridge are based' nine tricks before East could score truly fortunate I took the time to read
11'
more on hope than on certainty of five. After taking the dab king,South What you had to say.
success.
DEAR READER: As your generous
That is the nature of the led a diamond,whereupon East won
game, and it doesn't much matter with the ace and cashed three club compliments attest, prostate cancer is
11
f
6rderj whether you're declarer or a de- tricks to put the contract down one. a serious concern for men in their late
fender.
Eastcould have achieved the same middle age and beyond. In the past,
Consider this deal where South result by cashing the club ace at physicians suspected such a disorder
gotto three notrump as shown.West trick two and returning the queen at -if fhey felt-an irregular:overly firm-orled the ten of hearts and, when trick three, which is esventially the nodular prostate gland on rectal
V0I? BETTER or FOR WORSE
dummy came down, it was easy for same play. Bk.it note that if East had • examination. Now the diagnosis has
been refined by a series of tests.
East to conclude that his partner's chosen to bide his time by ducking
griimiGe„isriTriwiiEN
We WERE- KM,1-1.40v.ED
hand was worthless. East could see the ter. of hearts lead, or taking the ' The Prostate Specific Antigen blood •
DIGGING Fmourir) IN THe
10 points in dummy and 14 in his ace and returning a heart; South' test is usually elevated'in--the presGARDEN -AN'NoW,Tilaki
own hand,so South had to have the would have made atleastnine frisks ence of prostate cancer. Thus, it may
PAY me
missing 16 points to account for his regardless of how Eastlater chose to confirm the doctor's suspicion. If the
To GET
PSA.is high, urologists ordinarily pro16-to-18 point notrump bid.
defend.
DIRTV
ceed to an ultrasound test with biop•
Tomorrow: A two-for-one swap.
sy_ If this next level of'testing is
abnormal, the physician-and the
patient have a tough decision to make:
drug therapy or surgery, each of
which has its own advantages and.,dis38 Without limit
ACROSS
advantages.
39 Kind of cross
Answer to Previous Puzzle
You evidently were extremely fortu40 Behold!
1 Commercials
41 Crimson
4 Classify
nate that. ,at the time of diagnosis,
KYLE CCV
KONG. your prostate cancer had not spread
42 '-Time.
8 "Mighty
Next Year"
Aphrodite"
IOUS LOA GWEN to the lymph glands. an ominous comGARFIELD
43 Playing
Oscar winner
TUG NOLTEliOU plicatirin. Your cancer was approprimarble
12 -jongg
IOTA KR MS ately treated and you can look forward
SR
45-de mer
13 "Do
_2. asto a long life. I am glad that I was able
'SORES NEEDY
46 Small seed
47 Sullivan or
14 Word with
NECKS CBS OCT to play a rile in such a favorable mitMarinaro
Irish or lamb
AMIN t:Mlle.
OLES MIA
48 Boxing great
15 Conceive
Men mer 50 should have rectal
BFA CAD SPENT
49 Wall covering
17 Footlike part
examinations as a part of any routine
52 Amos or
19 Mr. T TV role
NAIL CUES
evaluation. Men with symptoms -of
Spelling
20 Opp. of
LC PT
ILEX
T prostate disease for example, diffi54 Ms. Dunn
WSW
OAT YESES MIO culty with or frequency of) urination
21 Tex-56 Born (Fr.)
LSAT FLA S MY
57 Winter 22 'Now I - me
should be examined by urologists. .
coaster
down to ..."
ATNO GEN ONES
There is ongoing disagreement in
58 Oceans
23 Male children
the medical community about
7-2 C 1996 United Feature Synd cate
59 Soft mass
25 Do away
whether the PSA test should be perwith
formed routinely or: all men over 50, ,
•
DOWN
keyboard
26 Boxing blow
22 Mr Chaney
whether or not they have sympt ms of
(abbr.)
8 Eds." .
23 Cease
MALLARD FILLMORE
1 French fnend
operating
concerns
27 Towel
_, .a. prostate disorder, because t e test
2 His day's in
9."Tag" player
insignia
24 Pryer in •
is not 100 percent predictive. I take a
10 Singer
June
28 Singer Davis .
V1116N We CAN AffORD A COMPMR,
moderate approach by ordering the
McEntire
3 Charlie and
22
268
29 L.A. c,agers
5 Charlotte —
test, on a case-by-case basis, every
(.1eT 1414ii SOME r)UCATIONA14(.1AME.S,
11 Not at home
. Martin
32 You and me
one to five years on older men.
Like 'WHEIze IN ine Worm) is
16 Part of 08A
4 Location
33 Warm in
tfire"
ewDinogub
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Mrs. Zella M. Laughridge
Mrs. Zella M. Laughndge, 84, of 3020 Airport Rd., Murray, died
Monday, July 1, 1996, at 2:38 p.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was a member of Eden Chapel United Methodist Church,
Silver, Calif. Born Aug. 26, 1911, at Perkins, Okla., she was the
daughter of the late Jesse J. Taylor and Ethel Carson Taylor.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Barbara Wildey and husband, Chet, Murray, Mrs. Winnie Tharpe and husband, George,
Bactiff, Texas, and Mrs. June Baker, Napa, Calif.; two sons, Larry
Glenn and wife, Pat, Weaverville, Calif., and Johnny Robinson, Redding, Calif.; one brother, Jesse J. Taylor, Ares, Calif.; 17 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Edgar Gilbert Mohler
Final rites for Edgar Gilbert Mohler were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Lake Riley officiated. Burial was in
Brewers Cemetery.
Mr. Mohler, 86, Benton, died Sunday, June 30, 19%, at 3:14 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Adelle Mohler; one daughter, Mrs.
Judy Edwards, Murray; one son, Jackie Mohler, Brewers; three
brothers, Myrvin Mohler and Emil Mohler, Benton, and Robert Mohler, Lone Oak; six grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.

- Sarah Earhart

Our Best Investment Is You.
• Artv.her \ V

vrr_

Graveside services for Sarah Earhart were Monday at 11 a.m. at
Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. David Brasher officiated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in aarge of arrangements.
The baby girl, one month, Todd Road, Murray, died Thursday, June
27, 19%, at Kosairs Children's Hospital, Louisville. She was born
May 2, 1996, at Murray.
Survivors include her mother, Lisa Earhart, one sister, Stacy Gillum, and one brother, Aaron Gillum, all of Murray.
Preceding her in death were her grandparents, Rosco and Sarah
Earhart.

Get lower
rates for
your auto
insurance.

Will Edd Dunr,iaway
David R. King

Don't pay more_than you need to for auto insurance.
Saving starts with lower rates, like those you get'
with Grange quality coverage. And our many
discounts can cut your premiums
-even further. Find out how

ral1GB
INSURANCE

much you can save with
Grange.'Call or visit us soon.

Services for Will Edd Dunnaway were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home. The Rev.
Ricky Cunningham officiated.
Music was by the Choir of Hardin Baptist Church and by Darrell
and Diane Gibson.
Pallbearers were Norm Davis,
Rodney Key, Mike Morgan, Ted
Bradock, Mike Wilford, Dereck

lour partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

The funeral for Robert Eugene
(Bob) Burkeen was Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
William B. Miller officiated.
Mrs. -Cyndy Satterwhite was
pianist and soloist.

Showcase Of Homes
• #1
In Murray-Calloway County!

Just. what y old ve been looking for. 3
BR, 2 BA brick home in Canterbury
Estates. Newly painted inside and out.
Central gas heat, new roof and ready to
move into. All this for $110,000.

Robertson, Marty Arant and
Jason Smee, active; Red Willoughby, Chad Willoughby, Gerald Whitsell and Steve Poole,
honorary. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Dunnaway, 47, Murray,
died Wednesday, June 26, 1996,
at 10 p.m. at Jewish Hospital,
Louisville.

Robert Eugene (Bob) Burkeen

Kopperud Realty's

Executive charm in Murray's most presti• gious area. Don't miss this custom built 4
BR, 2 5 BA bnck home. Youll enjoy the
big great room with fireplace,french doors,
leading to a covered porch. Formai.dining
room with hardwood floors and gourmet
kitchen Relax in your own Jacuzzi. This
new home has it all $240000.

William A. Cottom

Quality 5 BR,4 BA brick home on 10+
acres in the Lynn Grove area. Home
features gourmet kitchen with walnut
cabinets, two fireplaces, 15 closets
plus two storage rooms. Vinyl fencing
for livestock, 3 horse stalls, large
(50x96) bans and two equipment
sheds.
uslesG

Pallbearers were Charles Burkeen, Frank Burkeen, Larry
Weatherford, Jay Kelso,' Shane
Burkeen, Kenneth Burkeen,
Ralph Harris and James Rose.
Burial was in Sugar Creek
Cemetery.
Mr. Burkeen, 66, Faxon Road,
Murray, died Thursday, June 27,
19%, at 11:35 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Students
compete
in event
Calloway County High School
Speech Team members, Nick Helton and Jason Stallons, competed in
the 1996 National Forensic League
Speech Debate National Speech
Tournament this past week.
Helton and Stallons were competing in duo interpretation with
200 other duo teams. The Calloway
duo team managed to break into
octa-finals, before being eliminated
from the tournament.
The National Tournament was
held at Southview High School in
Fayetteville, N.C.

William A. Cottom, 79, Hazel, died Sunday, June 30, 19%, at
10:15 p.m. at Southgate Nursing Home, Metropolis, Ill.
Born Aug. 8, 1916, he was the son of the late William A. Cottom
and Mary Ratteree Cottom. Also preceding him in -death were two sisters, Jessie Lou Cottom and Sally Cottom Green.
No survivors were listed.
Private graveside services were today at 9:30 a.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Ethel Merle Sturdivant
The funeral for Mrs. Ethel Merle Sturdivant was today at 10 a.m, in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Jerry
Massey and the Rev. Charles Orr officiated.
Pallbearers were Bobby Sinclair, Ralph Anderson, Charles Boren
and Charles Hart, nephews. Burial was in Maplewood Cemetery,
Paris.
Mrs. Sturdivant, 97, Paris, Tenn., died Sunday, June 30, 1996, at 1
p.m. at Henry County Nursing Home, Paris.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Myra Nanny and husband,
Lester, Murray, and Mrs. Virginia Hendrix and husband, Vernon, Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Ms. Nelle Sinclair, Memphis, Tenn.; one grandson, Stephen G. Nanny; four great-grandchildren; three stepgreatgrandchildren.

Ewing Ivan Thompson
Graveside rites for Ewing Ivan Thompson were today at 11 a.m. at
Elm Grove Cemetery. The Rey, Paul Bogard offic_i_ate,d.
Pallbearers were Scott Lahndorff, Gary McClure, Neal Lahndorff,
Jason Thompson, Jamie McClure and Larry Hurt. Miller Funeral
Home of Murray was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Thompson, 78, South Ninth Street, Murray, died Sunday, June
30, 1996, at 7:50 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Born Oct. 13, 1917, in Calloway County, he was. the son of the late
Ewing Thompson and Heneritta Barnett Thompson. Also preceding
him in death were one sister, Mrs. Jewell Hurt, and three brothers,
Roy, Euie and Robert Thompson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nelma Parker Thompson, to whom
he was married on Feb. 23, 1952; two daughters, Mrs. Linda Lahndorff and husband, Scott, Harrodsburg, and Mrs. Sandra McClure and
husband, Gary, Murray; two sons, James Thompson and wife, Brenda,
New Concord, and Gary Thompson and wife, Lucretia, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Vannie Hurt and husband, Ottis, and two brothers, Alfred
Thompson and Elvin Thompson, all of Murray; five grandchildren.

Dr. R. Stephen (Steve) Smith
The funeral for Dr. R. Stephen (Steve) Smith was Saturday at E
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. G.T. Moody officiated. Stephen Littlefield was soloist with Mrs. Allene Knight as
pianist.
Pallbearers were Dr. Dick Schmitt, John Schaefer, Fred Pogue,
David Wall, Dr. Harvey L. Elder and Fred Swann. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society.
Dr. Smith, 46, Ooltewah, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Monday,
June 24, 1996, at 10:30 p.m. at his home.

Otis Wilson
Funeral rites for Otis Wilson were Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Ewing Stubblefield officiated. Music was by singers from Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church with.
Karen Coles as pianist.
Grandsons served as pallbearers. Burial was in Mount Pleasant
Cemetery.
Mr. Wilson, 90, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Thursday, June 27, 1996, at 4 '
a.m. at his home. He was a member of Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be held Thursday
The new Kroger Store,located on
Highway 641 in Murray will sponsor an American Red Cross Blood
Mobile Thursday, the Fourth of
July, between 9 am. and 3 p.m.
"In recent weeks, emergency
surgery and response to accidents
should re-enforce the fact that our
community has a continuing need
for a stable blood supply and of the
absolute necessity for an adequate
supply of blood and blood by-products," said Larry Doyle, Calloway
County coordinator.
In the recent training accident at
Fort Campbell, 66 pints of blood
were ordered from the Red Cross

.st•4

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
0

Immaculate four bedroom, 21/2 bath.
antique brick home on large lot. Bonus
room, Lr fireplace, covered side
porch. fenced backyard. A very comfortable and affordable home.
S128,900.

Quality 4 bedroom, 3'/i bath traditional in
sought-after neighborhood. Youll recognize pride of ownership in its hardwood
floors, crown molding and spacious decks.
The formal living room and dining room
lend toward easy entertaining. Many
amenities throughout.this lovely 1.5 story
home located in Canterbury Estates.

Set a new standard of living in this new 3
bedroom, 2.5 bath home with big bonus
room upstairs. Formal dining room and
foyer have hardwood floors, master suite
has jacuzzi. This house has all the amenities
with 2,815 sq iL of living area plus
oversized garage. Under $200,000.

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

********* * * ****

Regional Blood Center in Nashville
and immediately sent to treat injured soldiers.
Close to home, 37 pints of whole
blood and 38 pints of blood platelets
were ordered and sent to treat a
Calloway County resident undergoing emergency heart surgery. The
need for blood is daily. Without a
reliable blood supply in time of
need, life may end for some.
In very short supply at this time is
A+ blood. For those of you with this
type, now is the time to respond,
Doyle said.
On this special holiday blood
drive, please plan to take a few
minutes of your time to donate
blood. Remember that it takes about
72 hours top,test and release
blood, so don't wait until someone
you know needs blood, by then it
may be too late. Don't miss the
opportunity to save someone's life.
Give blood during this 4th of July
blood drive. Special edition unique
T-shirts will be given away. '
Donors must be 17 years of age,
weigh at least 110 pounds, not
donated in the last 56 days,and be in
generally good health.

Now Knout's. Bar-11-0
Has A Deaf For You

•

Great location - near Oaks Country Club.
This spacious 4 bedroom,2 bath home with
pew roof and upstairs heating and air
system features beautiful alit floors and
fireplace in family room, custom oak
cabinets in kitchen and much much More.
Just reduced to 5134.9(X)

Country estate - spacious renovated
home with wraparound porch on 42
acres. Lovely homeplace setting in-*
cludes several barns and outbuildings,
pond and spring fed creek for cattle
and.horses. Call 753-1222.

Personality and charm! Describes this
completely and beautifully redocorated 5 bedroom home. Spacious
screened porch overlooking large, in
ground pool with new deck area offers
a real family delight at $225,000

753-1222

(1) Tuesday & Wednesday lunch $1.00 off buffet.
(2) Tuesday SENIOR CITIZEN DAY 20% off.
(3) Wednesday kids eat FREE.
(4) Thursday were stepping into the 50s. 2 buffets for $10.99
-(5) Sunday show us your church bulletin and get 10% off.
I promotion per customer, per visit.

Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11-9, Sunday 11-3
641 North Murray • 759-1712
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